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INTRODUCTION 

Analyzing Construction Defects is for anyone 

who is faced with or might have to deal with 

construction litigation related to physical 

problems or allegations of defects in buildings 

or construction. We will explain what a 

construction defect is, how the process of 

construction defect litigation flows, present a 

framework for working through the complexity 

of potential defects and the issue-by-issue 

analysis of each potential defect, and discuss 

appropriate investigation standards. 

This presentation is for attorneys, adjusters, 

property managers, real estate professionals 

and anyone else involved in construction or 

real estate; as they are likely to face a major 

construction or disclosure related insurance 

claim or litigation at some point in their careers. 

Indeed, many such professionals deal with 

construction related claims as a common 

occurrence in the course of their work. 

 

 

 

PROGRAM OUTLINE  

1. Introduction 

2. Construction Defects Defined 

3. Construction Defect Litigation  

4. Solving Building Problems 

5. A Sensible List 

6. Analyzing Construction Defects  

7. Conclusion 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 Introduce the fascinating world of 

construction defect (CD) litigation and the 

major players.  

 Review CD case studies. 

 Discuss the difficulty of defining the term 

Construction Defect.  

 Explain what information should be 

gathered and organized to make the 

analysis as easy and complete as possible.  

 Introduce the PFCS Solving Building 

Problems Method. 

 Discuss how issues or allegations can be 

organized and analyzed in a systematic 

way, one-by-one.  

 Introduce common Deliverables created 

during a defect analysis. 

BACK-UP MATERIALS 

1. Solving Building Problems  

2. Common Construction Defects 

3. Orientation to PFCS Systems 

4. Sample Deliverables Package  

5. Work Breakdown Structure  

6. Answering the Tough Questions 
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 Analyzing Construction Defects Program Outline 
 

PROGRAM CONTENTS 

1. Introduction 

A. Presenter Information 

B. Webinar Materials 

C. CE Certificates 

D. Feedback 

E. Learning Objectives 

F. Program Introduction / Case Study 

G. Resources 

2. Construction Defects Defined 

A. Dictionary Definition 

B. California’s SB 800 

C. Proving the Obvious Using Google 

D. Defect, Problem, Allegation or 

Issue Continuum 

E. PFCS’ Definition 

F. Discussion 

G. Case Study 

3. Construction Defect Litigation 

A. Construction Defect Litigation vs. 

Traditional Construction Claims 

B. Construction Defect Lifecycle 

C. Use 

D. Dispute 

E. Case Study 

4. Solving Building Problems 

A. Solving Building Problems Method 

B. Basic Analysis Deliverables 

C. Document and Information 

Organization 

D. Menu of Deliverables 

E. Analyzing Claims – Philosophy 

Discussion 

F. Case Study 

5. A Sensible List 

A. Pete = Crazy Person 

B. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 

C. A Sensible List 

D. Why This Matters 

E. Organizational Schemes 

F. WBS Examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Analyzing Construction Defects 

A. IIACC 

B. Issue-by-Issue Analysis 

C. Logic & Critical Thinking 

D. Inspection & Testing Standards 

E. Allocation of Responsibility 

F. Selection & Extrapolation 

G. Exposure Analysis 

7. Conclusion 

A. Learning Objectives 

B. What To Do Next 

C. Program Outline 

D. Back-Up Materials 

E. Webinar Materials 

F. CE Certificates 

G. Feedback 
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SOLUTIONS
Pete Fowler Construction Services (PFCS) 
specializes in creating REAL PRACTICAL 
SOLUTIONS for property owners & managers, 
builders & developers, construction contractors, 
product manufacturers & suppliers, lawyers and 
insurers.

PFCS: Who We Are
1. INTRODUCTION

www.petefowler.com
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PFCS: We Know Buildings
1. INTRODUCTION
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CLIENTS

• Property Owners 
& Managers

• Builders & Developers 

• Contractors

• Product Manufacturers

• Insurers

• Lawyers

PFCS: We Know Buildings
1. INTRODUCTION

www.petefowler.com
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ON ALL PROJECTS BLM OR LITIGATION?
Manage Quality: We apply 
professional construction 
management discipline to get work 
done, and create and execute 
construction quality assurance plans.

Allocate Responsibility: For insurance 
and legal clients we use our expertise 
in evaluating, specifying and 
managing construction to compare 
what happened in problem projects 
to what should have. We apply 
professional judgment to allocate 
responsibility.

Building Information Management: 
We pick up where Zillow and Google 
leave off. We use technology to 
collect, organize, structure and store 
documents and building info forever.

Evaluate Performance:  We perform 
structured building inspection and 
testing evaluations, exceeding the 
highest standards.

Specify Solutions: We analyze, report, 
make recommendations and compose 
specifications and estimates for 
construction, maintenance & repairs.

The PFCS Way

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

CLAIMS & LITIGATION

• Construction Defect Litigation 
(Also see BLM)

• General (Property) Liability 
Claims

• Construction Accidents

• Traditional Claims related to 
contracts, payments, 
performance, change orders 
and delays

BUILDING LIFECYCLE 

• Building Inspection, Testing 
and Property Assessment

• Specifications for Building 
Maintenance and Repairs

• Construction Budgets and Cost 
Estimating

• Construction Management

• Quality Assurance Plans and 
Inspections

PFCS Services
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The PFCS Way
• PROJECT MANAGEMENT: To deliver valuable work with measurable return 

on investment (ROI), we have to manage the Scope, Budget and Schedule 
of our work.

• TECHNOLOGY: We use proprietary technology to create valuable work 
faster, better and cheaper, to make the information available to all 
applicable stakeholders, and to create a permanent digital record at no 
extra cost.

• STANDARDS: To help clients manage building lifecycle performance and 
costs, we compare each project to industry standards and best practices, 
then apply professional judgment to develop strategies and step‐by‐step 
plans for maximizing ROI for maintenance and repair expenditures.

• RESULTS: Our work allows our clients to make informed, effective 
decisions.

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

Program Outline
1. Introduction

2. Construction Defects Defined

3. Construction Defect Litigation 

4. Solving Building Problems

5. A Sensible List

6. Analyzing Construction Defects 

7. Conclusion

ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS



1. INTRODUCTION
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Introduction
• Presenter Information

• Webinar Materials

• CE Certificates

• Feedback

• Learning Objectives

• Program Introduction Key Points / Case Study

1. INTRODUCTION

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

Pete Fowler
CONNECT WITH PETE

Call 949.240.9971

Email pf@petefowler.com

Find him on LinkedIn!
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Webinar Materials
1. INTRODUCTION

Click on the seminar you attended

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

1. INTRODUCTION

CE CERTIFICATES WILL BE 
SENT OUT WITHIN 3 

BUSINESS DAYS

(There is no need to contact us, Certificates 
of Attendance are sent to all who logged in 
for the seminar).
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SURVEY SAYS!

Your Feedback is Important
1. INTRODUCTION

You will receive a survey 
link immediately following 
the webinar. We put a lot 
of effort into providing 
these programs free of 
charge, we just ask that 
you take a few seconds to 
leave your feedback on 
today’s presentation

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

Learning Objectives
• Introduce the fascinating world of construction defect (CD) 

litigation and the major players. 
• Review CD case studies.
• Discuss the difficulty of defining the term Construction Defect. 
• Explain what information should be gathered and organized to 

make the analysis as easy and complete as possible. 
• Introduce the PFCS Solving Building Problems Method.
• Discuss how issues or allegations can be organized and 

analyzed in a systematic way, one‐by‐one. 
• Introduce common Deliverables created during a defect 

analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION
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WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT
Analyzing Construction Defects is for anyone who is faced with 
or might have to deal with construction litigation related to 
physical problems or allegations of defects in buildings or 
construction. We will explain what a construction defect is, how 
the process of construction defect litigation flows, present a 
framework for working through the complexity of potential 
defects and the issue‐by‐issue analysis of each potential defect, 
and discuss appropriate investigation standards. 

Program Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

Case Study

Our Simplified Case Study: 
Otto’s Outhouse

1. INTRODUCTION
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CASE STUDY
• Define:  We will build a new outhouse approximately 100 feet 

from an existing rural residence. Not pretentious, but of a 
quality and esthetic consistent with the existing residence. 
The building shall be approximately 4 feet square and 8 feet 
tall. There shall be a single door and one interior seat. The 
construction will be wood frame, exterior building walls will 
be wood siding, and the roof will be sloped with asphalt 
composition shingles.

Program Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

CASE STUDY
• Budget: Intend to keep the total project costs at 

approximately $1,000.

• Schedule: We need to have this new construction completed 
before the end of this year.

• Contract: We intend to construct this project under a 
traditional Design‐Bid‐Build scenario, with a construction 
manager as advisor.

Program Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION
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CASE STUDY
• Coordinate: We will have a construction manager as advisor 

to the owner who stewards the project from beginning to 
end, coordinating design professionals, soliciting bids, 
facilitating contract agreements, processing payments, and 
verifying conformance.

• Verify: The construction manager will process payment 
applications, conduct site visits at pre‐defined hold points and 
conduct a final walk‐through with the general contractor.

Program Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

CASE STUDY: SCOPE OF WORK
1. Excavation: Strict conformance with National Outhouse Builders Association 

(NOBA) Manual of Practice for excavation. 
2. Walls

A. Materials: Top quality lumber. Non‐corrosive fasteners. 
B. Workmanship: Strict conformance with NOBA Manual. 

3. Roof
A. Materials: GAF roofing materials. Style selected by Owner.
B. Workmanship: Conform with manufacturers instructions. 

4. Signage: See photograph 
5. Paint

A. Paint Materials: Matched primer and two top coats from a national 
manufacturer. 

B. Sealant Materials: Shall conform with ASTM C920
C. Workmanship: Strict conformance with manufacturer’s recommendations. 

Program Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION
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CASE STUDY: FINAL PAYMENT APPLICATION

Program Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION

# Scope Value PMT #1 PMT #2 PMT #3 Total Paid

1 Excavation 250 200 50 0 250

2 Walls *1 300 30 270 0 300

3 Roof 200 0 200 0 200

4 Signage*2 50 0 50 0 50

5 Paint*3 100 0 0 100 100

6 Complete 100 0 0 100 100

7 Total 1,000 230 570 200 1,000

8 - - - - - -

9 CO#1: Hardware 10 10 - - 10

10 CO#2: Delete Signs -50 - -50 - -50

11 CO#3: Paint 60 - - 60 60

12 CO#4: Landscaping 100 - - 100 100

13 - - - - - -

14 Total 1,120 240 520 360 1,120

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

CASE STUDY: DEFECT LIST
1. A 1010 Foundations: The structure was constructed without a concrete 

foundation. 
2. B 2012 Exterior Enclosure: Siding & Trim: The nailing of the siding is 

grossly inadequate. 
3. B 2030 Exterior Doors: The doors leak, causing damage to the interior 

finishes. 
4. D 1000 Conveying: The conveying system (ladder) is defective in it’s 

manufacture and the design does not meet minimum ADA requirements.
5. D 3000 HVAC: The heating system is inadequate to heat the interior to 70 

degrees 3 feet above the floor.
6. G2050 Landscaping: Half the landscape planting died within the first year 

and required replacement.

Program Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION
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CASE STUDY: IIACC ANALYSIS
1. Issue 1: A1010 Foundations ‐ The structure was constructed without a 

concrete foundation.

2. Investigation: PFCS has reviewed the available project documents (see 
Index), visually inspected the project, researched the applicable building 
standards and corresponded with the building department.

3. Analysis: The structure was designed and constructed in conformance 
with the applicable code at the time of construction, and with the 
approval of the building department, utilizing a preservative treated (rot 
resistant) wood foundation technique. 

4. Conclusion: The structure is performing well in service. No repairs.  

5. Costs: $0

Program Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION
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P e t e  F o w l e r  
CONSTRUCTION  
S e r v i c e s ,  I n c .  

Solving Building Problems 

  

 

Introduction  
 

Building problems are quite common – and are 

becoming more so. Construction accounts for 

almost 10% of the US economy, consumers are 

increasingly litigious, and buildings are more 

complex and less fault tolerant due to tighter 

construction and new materials; therefore, it 

should be no surprise to anyone that 

construction claims and litigation are becoming 

a part of life in construction.  

 

BUILDING PROBLEMS COME IN 

VARIOUS FLAVORS:  

• Traditional Construction Claims: process, 

change order and scheduling problems  

• Construction Defect Claims: quality, 

performance, code and safety problems  

• Catastrophic Events: soil or structural 

failures, leaks, flooding, earthquakes  

• Personal Injuries: Job site accidents, 

injuries related to property (usually falls)  

 

We are Construction Consultants who assist 

attorneys, insurance companies, adjusters, 

property owners & managers, and construction 

professionals faced with buildings or projects 

in distress or litigation. Our job is to create 

solutions that get clients to the end of their 

situations as quickly and as inexpensively as 

possible, while maintaining unwavering 

integrity. We are hired to identify problems, 

establish objectives, create plans, communicate 

and deliver solutions. We share our analysis, 

recommendations and opinions in reports, and 

strive to make the issues clear, even for non-

technical parties.  

 

The primary complexity in our work is in 

collecting and organizing the “what and where” 

data (Issues and Locations), and turning it into 

usable information. Then we answer the 7 W’s 

(who, what, when, where, why, how and how 

much), in a structured way, issue-by-issue.  

 

With our Construction Claim Consulting 

Method, we systematically create and present 

the fastest and most cost effective solutions for 

building problems. 

 

The Solving Building Problems 

Method 
 

Big Picture  
A. Collect and organize the data  

B. Analyze the data to create information  

C. Present solutions  

 

The Solving Building Problems Method: 

Step-By-Step  
 

1. Collect, organize, summarize and 

understand all pertinent data  

2. Plan: Identify scope, budget & schedule 

3. Analyze and summarize the Scope of Work 

of applicable parties  

4. Create an Issues List (problems, allegations, 

defects, punch-list)  

5. Identify all Locations where issues occur  

6. Identify or estimate all Costs  

7. Associate Issues & Locations  

8. Conduct a detailed Issue-By-Issue Analysis  

9. Reflect, hypothesize, scrutinize, repeat and 

refine steps 1-8 as necessary  

10. Present the solution  

 
To execute our work, our team requires:  

• Construction Experience  

• Project Management and Organizing Skills 

• Courage  

• Critical Thinking Skills  

• Communication Skills  

These skills are the 80; others are the 20.
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The Solving Building Problems Method  

 
 

1. Collect, Organize, 

Summarize and Understand All 

Pertinent Data  

 

Do you have 3, 30, 300, 3,000 or 30,000 

documents? Regardless of the number, they 

should be organized and retrievable. If you 

have more than 10 or 20, there should be a 

Document Index, and key documents should be 

summarized.  

 

There are lots of good ways to organize 

information and almost any system is OK. 

Typically, construction documents are sorted 

first by party, then chronologically. Sometimes, 

in just organizing the data, the solution appears; 

I cannot over emphasize this. First organize and 

summarize the data, then look back over it to 

gain a much deeper understanding. This is the 

foundation of a successful analysis. 

Information emerges from structured data.  

 

A summary of Project Players makes 

understanding the big picture easier. A 

Timeline that summarizes important events and 

is keyed to documents can be a valuable tool. 

Often, combining the documents from various 

parties into a single timeline makes issues clear, 

telling the real story of a project.  

 

Always write a One Minute Project Summary so 

you can explain (1.) the big picture of the 

project, (2.) the key players, and (3.) the key 

issues (“Why are we here?”), in less than 250 

words.  

 

2. Plan: Identify the Assignment 

Scope and Budget  
 

Before spending much time or money on the 

analysis, answer “What is the objective?” Be 

sure the answer is a single sentence or paragraph. 

Our generic objective goes like this: “We will 

organize all project information, identify and list 

all issues regarding the situation, create and 

communicate a plan to address all issues to get 

our client to the end of the situation as quickly 

and inexpensively as possible, and work the plan 

professionally and efficiently.”  
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Since each project is unique, abstract problem 

solving is involved in solution development. 

Since such problem solving is best done in 

teams, we host Project Planning Sessions where 

multiple team members use Project Planning 

Forms (figure 1), this 10 step Construction 

Claim Consulting Method and the Menu of 

Deliverables (Figure 2) to refine the objective 

of the assignment, identify the Deliverables that 

will be required, plan the activities necessary to 

create and present the deliverables, and 

estimate the time and cost.  

 

Once we have figured out the activities we 

believe should be performed, we need to 

communicate this, including estimated costs, to 

applicable stakeholders.  

 

3. Analyze and Summarize the 

Scope of Work of Applicable 

Parties  
 

Create a concise summary of the roles played 

by the key players. Sometimes the Project 

Players data is supplemented with summary 

scope-of-work information. In this way, we can 

gain understanding of exactly “who did what”.  

 

If the contract for the main party being 

analyzed is more than a few pages, then create 

a Contract Summary that identifies the 

applicable aspects of work and the important 

terms of the agreement. We may revisit this 

summary after composing the Issues List, to 

make sure we have command of how the 

scope-of-work relates to the issues.  

 

4. Create an Issues List 

(Problems, Allegations, 

Defects, Punch-List)  

 

Making a complete list of the issues is either 

the easiest or the hardest part of this Method. 

The Issues List is a “logic structure” that 

creates a place for all of the information that will 

be addressed.  

 

If we took all of the information related to a 

construction problem and put each discrete piece 

of data on a note card, we could organize the 

cards into piles. The names we would give to 

those piles would be our categories or issues.  

 

In a well developed claim or litigation the list 

comes from the party making the claim, in the 

form of a punch list, report, defect list or legal 

complaint. The best Issue Lists are numbered 

and have some logical organization, such as by 

location, trade or construction assembly (i.e. CSI 

code like a specification manual), or importance. 

In some projects, we are not lucky enough to 

have the allegations clearly articulated and we 

must compile the Issues List from various 

sources; this is hard.  

 

“We use a machete before a scalpel”; that is, we 

identify the major issues and categories before 

we drill into the details. In my experience, the 

issues or categories should number between 5 

and 15; but there are exceptions to every rule. If 

there are more than 15, consider making primary 

categories with individual issues below each of 

the categories. Make sure the primary list can fit 

onto one page. This way, decision makers can 

get their mind around key issues.  

 

5. Identify All Locations Where 

Issues Occur  
 

Location identification begins with a Room 

Schedule or Location Matrix on individual 

properties or a Unit Matrix on a multi-unit 

project. This is the physical corollary to the 

Issues List. It is important to know the areas that 

DON’T need to be addressed, as well as those 

that do.  

 

Example of the items on a residential Room 

Schedule: Front, Left, Right and Back Yard, 

Front, Left, Right and Back Elevation, Entry, 

Living Room, Dining Room, Kitchen, Nook, 
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Family Room, Office, Garage, Master 

Bedroom, Master Bath, Bedroom 2, Bedroom 

3, Bath 2 and Bath 3.  

 

An example of locations for a 3 house (multi-

unit) project: 123 Main Street, 234 Main Street, 

and 345 Main Street.  

 

6. Identify or Estimate All 

Costs  
 

Costs are always an issue in solving building 

problems. But, it is my experience that cost is 

often not the primary issue, even if it appears to 

be.  

 

To figure out project costs, we need to identify 

the steps between “where we are” and “where 

we want to be” and estimate the cost of the 

steps; it is not as hard as most people make it 

out to be. This is the heart of solving building 

problems. Like the Issues List, we can usually 

identify 5 to 15 steps that will move the 

situation to conclusion.  

 

Sometimes we can connect the steps toward 

resolution to the Issues List, sometimes not. In 

either case, we eventually need to associate the 

total costs with the Issues List so that an 

allocation of responsibilities and costs can be 

performed.  

 

There are different levels of construction cost 

estimating, based on more and more detailed 

plans and estimating work, which get us closer 

and closer to real costs: Order of Magnitude 

(least detail), Conceptual, Preliminary, and 

Construction Ready (most detail). Remember, 

“Total Cost” of claims may need to be 

considered, including construction costs, 

attorney fees, consultant costs, relocation, loss 

of use, etc.  

 

Here is the part that makes some participants 

crazy: How much justice can you afford? We 

always have to decide if a situation is worth the 

time and expense? Sometimes, it is best to not 

pursue a claim, or to pay “Nuisance Value”, or to 

pay a premium on what we think is fair, to 

quickly get rid of a claim. If the situation costs 

more to argue about than to fix, just fix it. This 

analysis involves evaluating the risks. Ask: What 

is the value of the whole problem, how much of 

the problem did we cause, and how much more 

than our fair share are we willing to pay to get 

out? Usually, everyone pays at least a little more 

than what they deem “their fair share” – make 

peace with this.  

 

We have to balance the cold reality of “paying 

more to avoid spending too much”, with the fact 

that some people are unreasonable and making a 

habit of getting pushed around is bad business. 

The answer to this is the Kindness and Strength 

Model. If we don’t have the professionalism 

(strength) to stand up to bullies, we will get run 

over and it will cost more in the long run.  

 

7. Associate Issues & Locations  
 

As the analysis of a building problem progresses, 

we need to identify each location where each 

issue occurs. If there are lots of issues and 

locations, this can require tremendous effort. In a 

20 issue, 5 location project, there are 100 issue-

locations.  

 

This work is commonly laid out in a spreadsheet 

called an Issues-Locations Matrix. When we 

create one, we combine the Issues and Locations 

by putting the more-lengthy list down the left-

most column and the shorter list across the top. 

For example: If there are 20 issues and 5 houses, 

we list the issues in the left column, and the 

units, across the top, with a notation in the body 

of the matrix in the cell associated with the 

corresponding row (issue) and column (location).  

 

8. Conduct a Detailed Issue-By-

Issue Analysis  
 

This is the nitty-gritty of the analysis. For each 

issue, we compile all of the important points that 
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support our argument. This is where the 

connection to traditional “logic and critical 

thinking” gets tightened. The correctness of an 

argument is either supported or unraveled.  

 

The easiest way to do this is to list all the issues 

as a “Table of Contents”, then list the issues 

again (copy & paste). Under each of the issues 

in the second Issues List we add bullet points 

where we document every point applicable to 

our argument.  

 

This is an iterative process. First we make the 

Issues List, then we support each with the most 

important, most obvious points. We get into the 

details in subsequent passes. One or more of 

the points under each Issue might address the 

Locations.  

 

9. Reflect, Hypothesize, 

Scrutinize, Repeat and Refine 

Steps 1-8 As Necessary  

 

The entire Construction Claim Analysis 

Method is an iterative process. We first work 

on understanding “the big picture”. Further, 

deeper, more detailed passes across the data 

and our analysis creates a more complete, 

better, and better supported analysis. Don’t try 

to start at the beginning and work straight 

through to the end. It is more effective and 

efficient to make many passes. As we make 

more passes, the sections will develop, build 

upon and support one another.  

 

Always Remember 
• The cost of analysis is an important issue 

and more analysis is more expensive.  

• When the analysis is large or detailed, this 

might be the phase when we create an 

Executive Summary (covering the entire 

story of the project and analysis: 1 to 3 

pages / 500 to 1,250 words).  

• Peer review is a critical activity that is 

done, at the latest, in this section.  

 

10. Present the Solution  
 

We need to be able to tell the entire story in less 

than 5 minutes; the written version of this is the 

Executive Summary. Really. Of course, we may 

be working on a project that is complex, so not 

all of the details will get covered in 5 minutes, 

but all of the key issues and arguments, from A 

to Z, need to be addressed in that time. We also 

need to make sure the final analysis is 

understandable by non-technical people, since it 

is normally non-technical folks who will have to 

make the decisions.  

 

Another critical issue is to make the client feel 

that their building problem is safe in our hands. 

Building problems are expensive and scary. 

When delivering our solutions we demonstrate 

mastery by communicating the process we have 

worked through in the analysis, by 

communicating the key points, and by showing 

that we are not lost in the details.  

 

Consider a unique strategy that often works well 

for me: Develop a “complete solution” to the 

building problem, even if it is not your job. 

Often, the parties involved in a building problem 

get so locked into “it’s not my fault” arguments, 

that the best (cheapest and fastest) solution fails 

to emerge. Sometimes doing the work that others 

are supposed to do but have not, is the best 

service for our client. Figuring out the best 

solution to a problem is not an admission of 

guilt. Often, the damaged party believes the 

building problem they are facing is a bigger 

problem than it really is; if we can defuse a big 

perception problem by offering a complete 

solution at a more reasonable cost, it goes a long 

way to resolving problems.  

 

WRITTEN REPORTS: When delivering 

solutions in writing, it will usually be one of the 

following formats (see Figure 3 for details): 

Memo (shortest format), Project Summary, 

Opinion Letter, Issues List, Issues with 

Recommendations, Summary of Testing, Issues 

Summary, Testimony Outline, Testing Report, 
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Detailed Issue Analysis, or Detailed Issue 

Response (longest format). Remember: Form 

follows function: Our report formats come 

from experience and they are the starting point 

of an excellent, cost effective, timely analysis.  
 

MEETINGS: Meetings are a common forum 

for the delivery of solutions (even if you have 

written a report). Make peace with the fact that 

few will read what you write, especially if it is 

more than three pages. When you explain your 

solution, you will also be learning new 

information and making promises for future 

actions. This requires you take good Meeting 

Notes, which should contain the date, 

attendees, discussion points and next actions. 

Meetings run smoother, faster and better when 

there is an Agenda; I recommend using them.  

 

MEDIATION: Mediation is a common venue 

for resolution of building problems, and this is 

a good thing. It is better to decide your own 

fate through negotiation than to put it into the 

hands of a judge or jury. Remember: At the end 

of a successful mediation, everyone feels like 

they gave too much.  

 

Mediation is an opportunity to exercise 

kindness and strength. Working though the 

Solving Building Problems Method creates a 

well rounded perspective that few otherwise 

achieve, including most who worked on the 

project, and we will know the situation better 

than most. This Method puts us in a powerful 

position and if we present professionally, others 

will gravitate in toward our solution. They will 

also know who they are dealing with, and 

“bullies” will focus elsewhere.  

 

DEPOSITIONS: Depositions are common in 

building disputes. Applying this Model and 

presenting solutions with kindness and strength 

are keys to success. Never give a deposition 

without a handful of “talking points” (no more 

than 10). These should come straight from your 

“5 minute solution”. Even if an attorney is 

smarter than you (always the case for me) and 

is verbally slapping you around, you can return 

to your talking points to ensure that you are 

communicating your argument.  

 

ARBITRATION: Arbitration is an abbreviated 

proceeding with a “private judge.” My 

experience is that the results are unpredictable 

unless there is a multiple-arbitrator panel, but 

this is more expensive. Therefore, I have taken 

the arbitration agreements out of my own 

contracts.  

 

TRIAL: Sometimes a trial is necessary. If so, 

there are usually extenuating circumstances; 

Crazy people, parties looking for “justice” rather 

than a solution, lack of funds to settle or some 

peculiarity. There are two common trial types: 

(1.) Bench trails where a judge decides and (2.) 

jury trials, where 12 people debate the result. In 

my experience juries make good decisions and 

bench-verdicts unpredictable.  

 

Summary  
 

Be systematic in Solving Building Problems. 

Collect and organize all of the project data in a 

logical and consistent way. Analyze the data to 

create actionable information that all of the 

stakeholders can understand. When presenting 

your solution, be sure you can explain the big 

picture of your story in one minute or less, and 

communicate your complete solution in less than 

five minutes; if you can’t do it, then your 

solution is probably too complex and you are 

likely to fail in your efforts to convince all the 

parties that you are right.  

 

Use kindness and strength; if you work through 

this Construction Claim Consulting Model 

professionally, your solution is likely to be the 

best one offered, and you can feel confident and 

powerful in presenting and defending it.  
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FIGURE 1

Objective

Method
Description

1 Organize Data
2 Assignment
3 Scope
4 Issues
5 Locations
6 Costs
7 Issues-LOC
8 Issue-by-Issue
9 Repeat 1-8

10 Present

Deliverables
Description Priority Who When

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Actions / Tasks / Work Breakdown Structure
Description Priority Who When Time $

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-         -$       

Generic Objective: Organize all information available, identify and list all issues regarding the situation, 
create and communicate a plan to address all issues to get our client to the end of the situation as quickly and 
inexpensively as possible, and work the plan professionally and efficiently.

Copyright 2005 Peter D. Fowler
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Line Category Item Category / Document Description

1 1 Collect, organize, summarize and understand all 

pertinent data

2 A Document Index List of documents in our possession, after having been organized. This list serves as a Table of Contents for our project file. The 

documents residing in our paper and e-files should be in the same order as the Document Index listing.

3 B One Minute Summary Approximately 250 words with one sentence to one paragraph for each of the five items: (1.) Big picture of the project (2.) Client's 

role in the big picture (3.) Why are we here? Issues. (4.) What have we done? (5.) What should we do? 

4 C Timeline A spreadsheet that lists and summarizes selected documents and events in chronological order. This is often compiled from the 

documents of various parties and often tells the story of the project more clearly than it has ever been told before. 

5 D Document Summary A document that first lists all the  documents to be summarized, including very basic information like the title, author and number 

of approximate pages in the summary, which is like level 1 of a [[Work Breakdown Structure]]. Then, in the body of the 

document, each of the documents listed summarizes the contents of the document including the who, what, when, where, why, 

how, how many and how much of the document, like a level 2 or 3 of a [[Work Breakdown Structure]], so that the reviewer of the 

document can understand generally the contents of the documents being summarized.

6 E Deposition Summary Multiple formats including (1.) a page-line summary or (2.) paragraph format narrative (a more abbreviated format than the page-

line summary).

7 F Meeting Notes (Minutes) Notes that memorialize the discussion, agreements and commitments made during project meetings. Makes following up and 

tracking follow-through for the commitments made by attendees. Sections include Meeting Information, Agenda (Old Business, 

New Business, Recurring Business), Meeting Minutes (Notes), and Next Actions.

8 G Inspection Documentation Standardized PFCS format for electronic processing that combines the field documentation including hand-written field notes, 

diagrams and digital photographs. 

9 H Inspection Summary Like a Project Summary, and sometimes imbedded in a Project Summary. A brief narrative that explains what we saw upon 

inspecting, observing or conducting testing. Never more than 3 pages, and often only 1 to 3 paragraphs in length. Some may have 

photograph references and even selected photographs attached for clarity; if so, general orientation photos always come before 

detailed photos (working from large to small).

10 2 Plan: Identify scope, budget & schedule

11 A Project Plan A document that defines the project Objective, Method, Milestones, and Actions; contains a list of documents that define 100% of 

the Scope, Budget and Schedule.

12 B Proposals and Retainer Agreements An itemized list of expected actions for a project or specified Scope, often based on a Work Break-Down Structure or the 

Deliverables in a consulting project. A contract. The document that memorializes what is being bought and sold when PFCS 

works on a project as a consultant. .

13 C Inspection Dispatch A document containing all the information necessary for a professional inspector to conduct a complete investigation, including 

check-lists, equipment needs, meetings on-site, etc.

14 D Investigation Recommendations or Investigation 

Proposal

A document that communicates a program of recommendations for conducting an investigation of a building or project. Often 

refers to standards that will be conformed with in the course of the investigation, deliverables, and budget. 

15 E Budget for CC Project An itemized list of expected costs or available funds for a project or specified Scope, often based on the Work Break-Down 

Structure. A control mechanism to compare to actual expenses.

16 3 Analyze and summarize the Scope of Work of 

applicable parties

17 A Contract Summary Summary of all obligations under the contract, including the Scope of Work.

18 B Project Players List List of people and companies that played important roles in the project. If there are more than 10 then they can be grouped 

logically by their role in the situation, or alphabetically, or both.

19 C Scope of Work Summary Level 1, Level 2 or Level 3 Work Breakdown Structure summarizing the work required by the contract documents.

20 D Scope of Work Matrix When the scope of work and change orders for multiple parties needs to be summarized, like when we represent a developer or 

general contractor, this format is applicable. Each party has a worksheet of it's own in an Excel workbook.
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Line Category Item Category / Document Description

21 E Scope of Work Hypothesis Memo For complicated situations it is sometimes necessary to write an Opinion Letter specifically related to who did what, where and 

when.

22 4 Create an Issues List (problems, allegations, 

defects, punch-list)

23 A Plaintiff Issues Summary Summary of issues, allegations, defects, complaints, etc...

24 B Issues List with or without Locations Others call this a “defect list”. Generally 1-3 portrait spreadsheet pages normally delivered after or with an Opinion Letter. 

Sections (columns) might be: Line, Code, Item, Issue/Description, Location, and Photograph References.

25 5 Identify all Locations where issues occur

26 A Locations Matrix or Unit Matrix (w- Inspection 

Locations)

Usually composed in a spreadsheet with one row for each location and columns that include Line, Description (of the location), 

Details (like street, address, and owner or occupant if it is a list of homes or units, or size and finishes if it is a "room schedule" for 

single building), inspection location, testing location, "In-Scope" (to note locations where work by specific contractors took 

place), and many other possibilities.

27 B Room Schedule Locations Matrix for a single building.

28 C Site Map Graphical depiction of an area of land, usually drawn to scale.

29 D Floor Plan (with or without annotation) Graphical depiction of a single level of a building or a portion thereof, usually drawn to scale.

30 E Aerial Images Photographic images taken from air craft or a satellite.

31 F Elevations with Annotation Photographs or construction drawings marked up with notes.

32 6 Identify or estimate all Costs

33 A Cost Summary A spreadsheet or document that briefly describes the costs, budget or estimated costs for a project.

34 B Plaintiff Estimate Summary A Cost Summary specifically for used in litigation projects where we are representing a defendant or cross defendant.

35 C Construction Cost Estimate A break-down of project costs that can be performed at various levels of depth. PFCS has 4 levels. L1: Order of Magnitude. L2: 

Preliminary. L3: Detailed. L4: Complete.

36 7 Associate Issues & Locations

37 A Issues-Locations Matrix A matrix (spreadsheet) with the issues listed in one direction and the locations the other.

38 B Summary of Testing Like the Issues with Recommendations but includes sections (columns): Test Number, Location, Description, Observations Before 

Finishes Removed, Cavity Observations, Test Observations, Damage, Comments.

39 8 Conduct a detailed Issue-By-Issue Analysis

40 A Issues-Discussion Matrix An abbreviated reporting format to concisely deal with each issue or category, generally 1-4 spreadsheet pages formatted 

landscape with columns including Line, Issue Number, Description, Cost, PFCS Discussion, and might have PFCS Allocation, 

PFCS Cost, or others as necessary. See 06-377 CA Lutheran High School v Testa-CONC TILT-UP for a good example. Each item 

should be a discrete and actionable point. All of the Issues (Items) shall cover EVERY issue that PFCS is obliged to address.

41 B Allocation Matrix A spreadsheet analysis with all of the issues and costs listed in the left columns and all of the potentially responsible parties listed 

in columns to the right, with corresponding amounts or percentages of responsibility for each issue-cost applied in each of the 

party-columns. The columns are summed to calculate total liability by party.

42 C Issues Summary report An abbreviated report to concisely deal with large or complex projects, generally 3-10 pages (no photos), previously called 

Summary of Issues. Sections might include: Project Summary, Information We Have, Issues Summary (numbered list, usually on 

one page, serves as a Table of Contents / discussion framework), and Issues Discussion (detailed discussion of each numbered 

issue). Issue Discussion points might include: summary points, allegations, locations, photo references, document/plan references, 

code/standard references, opinions, talking points.

43 D Issues with Recommendations  An Issues List formatted to deliver detailed information in a concise format, generally 2-10 landscape spreadsheet pages delivered 

after or with an Opinion Letter. Sections (columns) often include: See Issues List, plus Recommendations.

44 E Memo (single issue) Single issue discussion. Generally 1-2 pages. Sections or information that might be included: (1.) the answer to “why we are 

here”, (2.) “the question” we are answering, and (3.) support for opinions including references to other materials, codes or 

standards.
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Line Category Item Category / Document Description

45 F Testing Report Like a Testimony Outline, and generally 3-10 pages. Sections might include: Project Summary (Parties, Timeline), Investigation 

(Visual Investigation, Testing Locations and Methods, Observations (Visual Observations, Testing Observations), Conclusions, 

Recommendations, Attachments (plans, details, standards, photos)

46 G Detailed Issue Analysis A traditional report previously Issue Analysis or (Residential or Commercial) Property Assessment. Sections might include: 

Executive Summary, Table of Contents, Project Information, Summary of Issues, Discussion of Issues, Recommendations. 

Discussion of Issues includes pictures for each issue, placed before the written analysis that includes Description, Location, 

Information, Analysis and possibly Photographs.

47 H Detailed Issue Response Like a Detailed Issue Analysis, but is in response to issues by others. Same sections as Detailed Issue Analysis plus summary of 

opinions, issue by issue, of others. These reports used to be common but are now rare because they are expensive.

48 9 Reflect, Hypothesize, Scrutinize & Repeat 

49 A Opinion (s) A discrete list of supportable points, allegations, responses or arguments.

50 B Talking Points A short list of key ideas, usually no more than 10, and are typically committed to memory.

51 C Exposure Analysis A list of issues, costs and potential liability based on various depths of analysis. Often performed with multiple columns to the 

right of the list of issues-costs, where "best, likely and worst case" are analyzed.

52 10 Present the solution

53 A One Minute Summary See Section 1 above.

54 B Project Summary memo Opinion Letter with no opinions. Really: No opinions. Generally 1-3 pages written, 2-4 pages of landscape oriented photos. 

Sections might included: Project Summary, Information We Have, Documents We Prepared, Issues, Observations, Photographs.

55 C Correspondence Memo, Letter, E-Mail, Transmittal.

56 D Opinion Letter with or without with 

Recommendations

Project Summary with Opinions. Generally 1-3 pages written, 2-4 pages of landscape oriented photos. Sections might include: 

Project Summary plus Conclusions and Recommendations. See Opinion Letter Generation.

57 E Testimony Outline This is specific for Expert Witness work and testimony in Federal Court. This is similar to the Issue Summary, but has a complete 

table of contents. Sections, outline or information that might be included: Expert Qualifications, Overview of PFCS Services, 

General Project Information, Timeline of Events, Discussion Points and Analysis.

58 F Presentation A structured delivery of information, including graphics, photographs, video, hand-outs or other visual aids, especially Power 

Point.

59 G Deposition Preparation A structured preparation for delivery of opinions or facts in sworn testimony.

60 H Trial / Arbitration Preparation A structured preparation for delivery of opinions or facts in sworn testimony.

61 I Executive Summary A 1 paragraph to 3 page summary. See One Minute Summary, Project Summary and Opinion Letter.

62 J Mediation Agenda An outline or check-list of topics to be covered in a meeting of 2 or more people. See Project Planning Meeting: Agenda and Use 

Article and Project Status Meeting: Agenda and Use Article.
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Construction Defects Defined
• Construction: 1. (Noun) To make or form by combining or 

arranging parts or elements. 2. To draw (a geometrical figure) 
with suitable instruments and under specified conditions. 3. 
To set in logical order.

• Defect: 1.(Noun) An imperfection that impairs worth or utility: 
shortcoming <the grave defects in our foreign policy>.  2: An 
imperfection (as a vacancy or an unlike atom) in a crystal 
lattice. 3. Latin defectus]: A lack of something necessary for 
completeness, adequacy, or perfection: deficiency  <a hearing 
defect>. 

• Construction Defect: ??
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California’s SB 800
Senate Bill (SB) 800, the ‘Builders Right To Repair’ bill was signed 
into law September 20, 2002, and took effect for every living unit 
sold in California after January 1, 2003. The bill specifies the rights 
and requirements of a homeowner to bring a construction defect 
action, contains building standards and functionality requirements 
for new residential units (“Actionable Defects”), and gives a 
detailed pre‐litigation procedure.

SB 800 was developed as a compromise of various factions of the 
building and legal communities to address the problems of the 
home building industry. The text of the bill states the intent of the 
legislature is to improve the procedure for the administration of 
civil justice in construction defect cases.

2. CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS DEFINED 
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ACTIONABLE DEFECTS
• Water Issues

• Structural Issues

• Soil Issues

• Fire Protection

• Plumbing and Sewer Issues

• Electrical System Issues

• Other Areas of Construction

California’s SB 800
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EASY

• The plumbing system, sewer 
system, and utility systems shall 
not leak.

• Shower and bath enclosures shall 
not leak water into the interior of 
walls, flooring systems, or the 
interior of other components.

• Air‐conditioning, shall be 
consistent with the size and 
efficiency design criteria in Title 
24 of the California Code of 
Regulations.

NOT SO EASY

• Foundations shall not contain 
significant cracks or vertical 
displacement.

• Fireplaces, chimneys, chimney 
structures, and chimney 
termination caps shall not cause 
unreasonable risk of fire.

• Stucco, siding, and exterior wall 
finishes shall not contain 
significant cracks or separations.

California’s SB 800
2. CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS DEFINED 
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Proving the Obvious Using Google
• Texas Property Code: (1) the failure of the design, construction, or 

repair… to meet the applicable warranty and building and 
performance standards during the applicable warranty period; and 
(2) any physical damage… that is proximately caused by that failure.

• CA  AB 2959 would have defined a construction defect as that which 
makes a project dangerous, unsafe or causes real damage to the 
consumer. According to AB 2959, a construction defect would result 
from: (1.) Defective building materials or components. (2.) A 
violation of Building Codes at the time of construction. (3.) Failure 
to meet professional standards for design at the time plans were 
approved. (4.) Failure to build according to accepted trade 
standards for good and workmanlike construction.

2. CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS DEFINED 
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Proving the Obvious Using Google
• A construction defect—work performed that falls below the 

standard promised or expected by the purchaser of the work or 
services. ‐ Robert J. Prahl, CPCU

• Colorado statutes do not define the term “construction defect.” 
However, “construction defect” typically includes any failure to 
construct a home or building in a reasonably workmanlike manner, 
including errors in the construction, design, planning, supervision, 
inspection, or observation which result in physical damage or an 
inability to perform in the manner reasonably expected by the 
buyer. Common examples include concrete cracking and heaving 
from poor drainage and expansive soils, water intrusion, mold, and 
omitted firestopping. ‐ Benson & Associates PC, Colorado 
Construction Defect Attorneys

2. CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS DEFINED 
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Defect, Problem, Allegation or 
Issue Continuum

Defect

ProblemAllegation

Issue
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Defect, Problem, Allegation or 
Issue Continuum

2. CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS DEFINED 

• Perceived, causing damage, and significantly affecting use or enjoyment.

• Perceived, causing damage, but not significantly affecting use or enjoyment.

• Not- Perceived by Owners, but causing damage.

• Not- Perceived by Owners, not causing damage, but could affect performance 
under certain conditions (such as life- safety in a catastrophic event).

• Not- Perceived by Owners, not causing damage, and not likely to affects 
performance (such as minor variance from some technical code or standard).

• Not- Perceived by owners, not causing damage, and not likely to affect 
performance, and not a violation from standard.

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

PFCS’ Definition
PFCS (First Draft): The failure of a building 
assembly to be constructed in a reasonably 
workmanlike manner AND a failure to perform 
in a manner that should be reasonably expected 
by the buyer, owner or user. A condition which 
makes the property unsuitable for its intended 
use, or causes damage such that the expected 
service life is shortened unreasonably or an 
unreasonable maintenance burden is caused.
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Discussion
• Materials and components are part of assemblies. 
Assemblies are part of sub‐systems, which are part of 
building systems. A complete building system lives in 
an “ecosystem” that includes occupants, users, the 
weather, soil conditions, maintenance, etc.

• Just because one component or assembly is 
imperfect does not mean it is contributing to a 
building performance problem. 

2. CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS DEFINED 

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

Discussion
• Just because you found a problem does not 
mean you found the problem. 

• Old UBC definition of flashing (keep interior 
finishes from being damaged).

• Life‐Cycle Cost is always an issue, and always 
should be.

2. CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS DEFINED 
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Case Study

Our Simplified Case Study: 
Otto’s Outhouse

2. CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS DEFINED

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

CASE STUDY: IIACC ANALYSIS
1. Issue 2: B2012 Exterior Enclosure: Siding & Trim ‐ The nailing of the siding 

is grossly inadequate.

2. Investigation: PFCS has (A.) reviewed project documents (see Index), (B.) 
visually inspected, (C.) measured, counted, photographed and diagramed 
the nailing pattern, (D.) researched building standards and (E.) 
corresponded with siding manufacturer’s technical rep.

3. Analysis: Although the as‐built nailing pattern varies from perfection 
when compared to some standards, it is acceptable by the manufacturer 
and will have no impact on the future performance of the assembly. 

4. Conclusion: The siding is performing well in service. No repairs. 

5. Costs: $0

Case Study
2. CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS DEFINED
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CASE STUDY: IIACC ANALYSIS
1. Issue 3: B2030 Exterior Doors ‐ The doors leak, causing damage to the 

interior finishes.
2. Investigation: PFCS has reviewed project documents, visually inspected, 

researched building standards, investigated in conformance with ASTM 
Standards E2128 and observed the Owner’s expert test in conformance 
with ASTM E1105.

3. Analysis: While the performance expectation of this structure is not 
perfection, the E1105 testing not applicable or required for the analysis, 
the doors allow excessive leakage and cause damage. 

4. Conclusion: Door weatherization is inadequate, allowing leakage and 
causing damage. Repairs will include reinstallation of existing doors 
properly weatherized, and repair of damaged finishes. 

5. Costs: $362.80

Case Study
2. CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS DEFINED



Since the early 1990s, the Southern
California building industry has been
engulfed in a bitter fight. Spawned by sub-
standard construction during the region’s

1980s building boom, construction defect litiga-
tion has become a full-
fledged “industry,”
with many architects,

engineers, and former building contractors now
working full time at construction defect consult-
ing. Attorneys, acting as advocates for homeown-
ers, hire these experts in the effort to prove that
shoddy workmanship is causing new homes to
rapidly deteriorate. Meanwhile, the home build-
ing industry, put on the defensive, is claiming
that the real problem is unscrupulous attorneys
who are feeding off the media coverage and
exploiting the legal system. The reality is probably
somewhere in between. Regardless, residential
construction in Southern California has never
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been so thoroughly scrutinized.
As a licensed GC and construction

consultant, I wanted to see for myself
the kinds of problems that were being
uncovered. After reviewing more than
20 typical repair estimates from past and
current construction litigation cases, I
compiled a list of the kinds of defects
that appeared most often (see “Most
Common Defects”). The purpose of this
article is not to cover every possible
defect, but to illustrate some of the most
common ones that I see. In most cases,
the cost of doing the job right in the first
place is far less than any corrective mea-
sure. And if you happen to build in an
area where defect litigation is rampant,
keep in mind that a seemingly minor
surface defect could — given an
unhappy client — result in an inspec-
tion of your job that turns up all sorts of
code violations that had previously gone
unnoticed.

Structural & Framing Defects
Once an inspection gets rolling for

some other reason, framing and struc-
tural problems are almost always
uncovered.

Most of Southern California is located
in the most severe seismic zone, meaning
most homes are designed by engineers.
The builder must strictly follow the engi-
neer’s specifications, otherwise the con-
struction can be considered defective —
even if there is no manifest damage.

Diaphragms and Shear Walls
Failure to follow the nailing require-

ments for shear walls and diaphragms is
a common defect. Many builders tem-
porarily set the plywood in place with a
few hand-driven nails, then return later
to finish the nailing with a gun.
Unfortunately, we sometimes find that
the second step in the process has been
forgotten and the finish materials are
installed over inadequately attached ply-
wood. Another typical mistake is the
substitution of box nails or sinkers for
the specified common nails, or use of a
smaller size nail. Figure 1 shows an
example of just plain sloppy nailing.
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Figure 1. Nails that miss the
truss — a result of sloppy
work with a pneumatic
nailer — void the strength
of the roof diaphragm.

Figure 2. The plywood on this interior shear wall should have been carried all the way to
the roof diaphragm.

Figure 3. This shear plywood falls short of the shear wall posts on the right and left, and is
attached with too few nails.



A more subtle but common problem is
failure to carry an interior shear wall all
the way to the roof diaphragm (Figure 2).
This vertical continuity is necessary for
the shear wall to transfer lateral forces
from the roof diaphragm down to the
foundation. 

Sometimes the shear plywood does
not extend across the entire width of the
shear wall area and thus doesn’t reach
the post and hold-down that make the
system complete (Figure 3). Other times
the plywood reaches only the bottom of
the two top plates (Figure 4), interrupt-
ing vertical continuity at the critical
connection between the top of the shear
wall and the floor or roof diaphragm
above. This can happen when the ply-
wood is installed while walls are framed
on the deck and the double top plate is
not yet in place. A simple fix is to install
a Simpson A35F (flat) or similar metal
connector, but the process is made
more difficult because finishes must be
removed or the work must be per-
formed in a tight attic space.

Connector Problems
Another common mistake occurs

when the hold-downs are attached to
the wrong members, creating a shorter
shear wall than the plans called for. This
is important because the uplift load on
the hold-downs increases exponentially
as the hold-downs get closer together.
When hold-downs are placed too close
together, the uplift loads will exceed the
hold-down’s capacity, creating the
potential for catastrophic failure in an
earthquake or hurricane (Figure 5). 

Improper installation of joist and
beam hangers is also quite common
(Figure 6). These metal connectors fre-
quently have missing nails and are often
found mangled and twisted out of
shape, having been cut or bent to fit an
application never intended by the man-
ufacturer or structural designer.

As with most structural defects, the
repair is simple if the area is accessible.
Unfortunately, all too often the repair
involves removing expensive finishes to
access the framing.
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Figure 4. This shear plywood should have extended to the top of the double top plate — a
mistake that can be remedied with the addition of metal connectors across the two plates.

Figure 5. These shear
wall hold-downs are
too close together,
making the shear
wall practically use-
less in resisting over-
turning forces.

Figure 6. An inspection made through a hole cut in the ceiling reveals that the joist hanger
at left is bent and missing nails.



Roofing
Along with leaky windows, roofing

problems are at the root of more con-
struction litigation in Southern
California than any other defect. Every
roof detail — hips, valleys, ridges, the
rake, the eaves, head walls, and so forth
— is a potential problem area. Leaks at
penetrations are common. Often the
roofing felt is not extended over the top
of the base flashing in weather-board
fashion or is not extended far enough.
Sometimes the base flashing is installed
with roofing mastic as the primary
water-shedding mechanism. The mastic
will usually not last for the entire life
expectancy of the roof; in fact, it often
fails soon after installation.

Rake & Eaves Details
One of the most common mistakes I

see is the failure of the roofer to turn
down the 30-lb. felt underlayment to
cover the edge of the decking at the
rake. Instead, the felt is cut flush with
the top edge of the roof sheathing or
barge rafter. Any water that makes its
way past the rake tiles has an easy path
onto the wood deck (Figure 7).
Unfortunately, like most roofing
defects, this cannot be readily inspected
on a completed roof because the rake
tiles cover the edge of the roof.

Another common mistake involves a
standard tile roof detail: the raised fascia
board. The detail is acceptable, but
accommodation must be made for the
void that is created behind the fascia
board by installing a sheet metal flash-
ing or other anti-ponding device. Many
roofing contractors omit this flashing,
and the underlayment soon begins to
sag and pond water, which makes its
way behind the fascia and into the eaves
(Figure 8).

Windows
There seems to be a problem in the

minds of some window installers and
other subs whose work interacts with
window flashing: The fundamental con-
cept that water runs down hill has not
been firmly established. Keeping this
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Figure 7. Instead of folding
down over the edge, the felt
paper on this rake overhang
was cut flush with the top
of the sheathing, allowing
rain water to wet the sur-
face of the roof deck.

Figure 8. A raised fascia
board (illustration) requires
a heavy metal flashing or
cant strip to ensure that
runoff passes over the edge.
Otherwise, water will
pond, as in the photo,
resulting in leaks and rot in
the eaves.

Underlayment

Metal flashing 
or cant strip

Raised 
fascia board

Raised Fascia Flashing



theory in mind is the surest resolution
to the majority of both window and
roofing leaks.

A classic problem is the “reverse lap”
at the sill flashing paper, which should
lap over the building paper below. The
kraft flashing paper is put on first and
the building paper is then lapped over
(Figure 9). This allows water to easily
enter the interior of the building enve-
lope once it passes the exterior finish.
Occasionally I’ll see an instance where a
worker made an effort to get the build-
ing paper under the sill flashing paper
but failed to detail the corner junction
correctly (Figure 10). These mistakes can
be repaired only by removing the exte-
rior finish and reinstalling the building
paper to properly integrate with the win-
dow flashing paper.

Painting Wood Windows
Wood windows are the exception in

Southern California construction (most
are aluminum), which may be the reason
they are often not protected adequately
from the harmful effects of moisture and
temperature extremes. Although most
wood windows come with an exterior
primer from the factory, all components
and all edges should be painted as soon
as possible. When wood windows are not
properly painted on all surfaces, the
unfinished surfaces will take on moisture
at a higher rate than the painted areas,
creating uneven expansion and contrac-
tion and the possibility of rot (Figure 11).
A common manifestation of damage is
when the windows fail to operate prop-
erly, especially after swift changes in the
weather.

Poorly Flashed Penetrations 
in Stucco

Stucco is the most popular exterior
finish in Southern California, and
because of this, most water intrusion
issues, with the exception of roof leaks,
are inevitably associated with stucco in
some way. As with window installation,
the areas where another trade must
interact with the stucco are the source of
most of the problems.
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Figure 9. The building paper below a window must be tucked below the flashing paper —
a detail often botched, as in the top photo. Above is a reverse lap seen from the inside of
the wall cavity. 

The chart lists the top ten defect items, ranked by the number of instances cited in the
repair estimates reviewed by the author. The number in the right-hand column is the aver-
age percentage by item of the total estimated cost.

Most Common Defects

Rank by No. Defect Avg. % of
of Instances Description Total Estimate

1 Structural/Rough Carpentry 14.7%

2 Roofing 8.4%

3 Windows 7.8%

4 Plumbing 5.4%

5 HVAC 2.9%

6 Lath & Plaster (Stucco) 3.5%

7 Fireplaces & Chimneys 0.9%

8 Waterproof Decks 3.4%

9 Fire-Resistive Assemblies 7.5%

10 Civil/Site Drainage/Fine Grading 5.6%



There is a remarkable shortage of
detailed information regarding the flash-
ing and intersection details that cause so
many of the problems encountered in
construction defect litigation. Most
installation specifications and code doc-
uments make general statements about
the application of plaster or proper
cement mixes but do not make detailed
recommendations for waterproofing
penetrations other than windows, even
though they plainly state that “stucco
plaster should not be considered water-
proof.”

A condition that frequently results in
failure is where a deck handrail or can-
tilevered joist passes through the stucco
skin to the framing below (Figure 12).
These intersections are difficult to flash
and the necessary coordination between
the trades is usually lacking. The best
idea is to avoid these protrusions alto-
gether. Instead, frame the deck with four
posts from the ground and stop the
handrail shy of the building.

Buried Weep Screed
Because a traditional stucco exterior is

not “waterproof,” some accommodation
must be made to allow moisture to
escape. The Uniform Building Code man-
dates the installation of a galvanized steel
weep screed at the base of the wall (Figure
13). The screed is nailed to the sill plate,
and its upper leg is covered by the build-
ing paper. This creates a neat and clean
termination for the plaster in addition to
allowing the escape of moisture that has
found its way behind the stucco.

Unfortunately, all too often the
screed is buried behind a patio slab or
concrete walk that gets installed after
the stucco contractor has left — again,
a problem in coordination and plan-
ning. When this happens, moisture
can’t escape, causing the stucco to dete-
riorate and frequently leading to rot in
the sheathing and framing.

Stucco Cracks
Stucco cracking is one of the most

common homeowner complaints
(Figure 14). In part, this is a matter of
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Figure 12. Framing protrusions, such as handrails (left) and cantilevered joists (right), are
difficult to flash properly, inevitably leading to moisture intrusion, cracked stucco, and
decay in the structure below.

Figure 11. Wood windows should be painted on all raw wood surfaces. Otherwise, they
will pick up excessive moisture (as the moisture meter reading in the photo at right shows),
causing them to swell or even rot.

Figure 10. Here, the build-
ing paper is installed under
the flashing paper at the bot-
tom of the window, but not
on the side — leaving a vul-
nerable corner where the
flashing paper has been cut.



education: Homeowners should be told
to expect minor surface cracks as the
stucco shrinks. But it’s also a matter of
workmanship. Many cracks could be
avoided by paying attention to control
joints, proper attachment of lath, allow-
ing enough time between coats, and
moist curing.

Some industry experts recommend
that any cracks 1/32 inch or wider should
get some type of aesthetic repair, espe-
cially in smooth finished stucco. On the
other hand, NAHB’s manual, Quality
Standards for the Professional Remodeler,
allows a gaping 1/8 inch. Whatever your
standard, it’s best to be up front with the
client and establish realistic expecta-
tions early in the process.

The repairs for nonstructural stucco
cracks might involve applying Thuro-
lastic knife-grade filler and a stucco fog
coat over the entire wall plane, using a
brush-on elastomeric sealant feathered
to match, or dusting in a matching color
coat and allowing the moist night air 
to cure it.

Waterproof Deck Problems
Waterproof decks are only eighth on

the list of defects, probably because
they’re not found in every residence. But
whenever I find them on 1980s mass-
produced housing that’s involved in liti-
gation (including condos and single-
family tracts), these decks seem to always
have problems. Many builders have real-
ized the practical difficulty of waterproof-
ing this type of construction, and are
now avoiding it altogether. If you con-
tinue to build waterproof decks, include
as few penetrations as possible and
strictly follow the decking manufacturer’s
installation directions.

The photo on shows a poorly flashed
post penetration. The unsealed flashing
acted more like a funnel, sending the
water right into the framing and keep-
ing it there, where it could do the kind
of damage evident in Figure 15.
Ponding of water on waterproof decks is
another common problem (Figure 16),
which can also lead to rot in the struc-
ture below.
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Figure 14. Stucco cracking is
one of the most common cus-
tomer complaints. Tight surface
cracks are normal in stucco and
can usually be repaired. With
quality workmanship, larger
cracks can be avoided.

Figure 13. The stucco at the bottom of this wall (photo, top) should have terminated with
a weep screed above grade rather than being buried behind an outdoor patio slab. 

Moisture, unable 
to drain, wicks into
stucco and framing

4" min.

Installing a Weep Screed
Wrong Right



Plumbing Defects
Many of the defects discussed thus far

involve exterior water sources. Plumbing
defects bring that water source inside
the house, with equally serious conse-
quences. Some of the plumbing defects I
see are more in the way of nuisance or
code violations, like water hammer,
excessive water pressure, or loose shower
arms. These typically don’t involve
structural damage from leaks.

A common source for a plumbing leak
is a poorly installed toilet (Figure 17).
The connection to the closet flange is
important because the toilet receives so
much use, which includes supporting
the entire body weight of the user. If the
toilet has not been set level, or if the
flange is too high or low in relation to
the finish floor, it’s only a matter of time
before a leak develops. A leaky toilet
often goes unnoticed for some time,
since the water may leak under the fin-
ish flooring directly into the framing.

Chipped Sinks
This is a manufacturing defect plain

and simple — and one that tends to be
highly visible and irritating to owners
(Figure 18). Although it’s not a structural
concern, if condo owners or tract house
dwellers notice this in one another’s
homes, it can help start the defect litiga-
tion ball rolling. The chipping is nor-
mally located at the spot welds in the
sinks. The enamel doesn’t stick well to
the welds and easily chips away, some-
times in a pattern. The solution is not to
buy cheap sinks from manufacturers you
have not heard of.

Ponding in Bath Tubs
Ponding in a tub may be a manufac-

turing problem but more often stems
from improper installation (Figure 19).
The builder needs to take the time to
check the framing, and shim and level
the tub as necessary. Otherwise, water
will collect and may stain the unit.
Again, this is not a life or death issue,
but it’s one that homeowners will easily
see. The cure for this defect, some might
argue, is more painful than the disease:
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Figure 17. If hidden by fin-
ish surfaces, a leaky toilet
connection can go unde-
tected until structural
decay sets in.

Figure 16. Besides ruining the finish surface, ponding on waterproof decks also leads to
deterioration of the framing below.

Figure 15. Because waterproof decks are difficult to detail properly, rotting substructure is
a common defect.



Remove the tub and reinstall it correctly
— which usually involves removal and
replacement of ceramic tile surrounds.

Hvac Issues
As with plumbing, many of the hvac

defects cited in a typical defect case are
nuisance and code issues that are easy to
correct, like construction debris in the
return air plenum, unsecured units, and
no trap vent on the condensate drain.
These issues rarely cause serious owner
dissatisfaction. Pinched or crushed ducts
are another common problem (Figure
20), which can cause uneven heating or
cooling and result in owner discomfort.
The cause may be sloppy installation or
damage by a subsequent trade. The repair
is as simple as unpinching the duct or
replacing any short sections that have
been permanently damaged.

Flues Too Close to Combustibles
This is a real life safety issue that can

cause fires (Figure 21, page 66). It’s some-
thing the municipal inspector should
catch, but it often seems to be missed.
Different types of flue vents have differ-
ent distance requirements from com-
bustibles. Generally, a single-wall vent
must maintain 6 to 18 inches or more
clearance, while a double-wall (B, BW, or
L type) needs anywhere from 1 to 9
inches, depending on the rating of the
appliance it is venting. Many vents have
clearance guidelines printed directly on
the pipe. The stick in the spokes for
builders is that many materials we nor-
mally think of as not being combustible
are considered so by the fire safety sec-
tion of the code. For example, drywall is
considered a combustible material by
this code definition.

Sometimes the repair for a problem
with distance to combustibles is a sim-
ple matter of exchanging a single-wall
vent with a double-wall, thus decreasing
the required distance. Sometimes it
might require reframing the area. The
best way to avoid problems such as
these is to remember that all flue pipes
carrying products of combustion
require some separation from com-
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Figure 20. A pinched duct
can result in uneven tem-
peratures. It’s easy to fix if
it’s accessible, but easier
still to avoid.

Figure 19. Ponding in the
bottom of a tub unit — the
result of an out-of-level
installation — is not struc-
turally serious but is obvi-
ous to any homeowner.

Figure 18. The chipped
enamel in this cheap lava-
tory sink is the kind of
defect that will send
condo or tract homeown-
ers ballistic — especially
when they see it in every
home on the block.



bustible materials and to follow the
manufacturer’s installation instructions,
which will usually state this require-
ment very clearly. If you purchase the
device and the flue separately, always
use the flue recommended by the man-
ufacturer of the appliance.

Breaches in Firestops
With a mechanical firebox, a firestop

must be installed at each ceiling level
where the flue passes on its way to the
roof. Firestops work the same way fire-
blocking does to prevent fire from travel-
ing from floor to floor, as in balloon
framing. Specialty subcontractors often
install fireboxes and firestops, and some-
times the installation goes into an open-
ing that was not properly framed. Instead
of calling for the framer to reframe the
opening, which would cost the fireplace
installer and the framer time and money,
the sub often completes the installation
anyway, thinking that unless there is a
fire, no one is likely to ever know of the
improper installation. Gaps in firestops
are a definite code violation and a life
safety issue (Figure 22).

Unsealed Gas Line 
Penetration in Firebox

Mechanical fireboxes are very com-
mon in moderately priced Southern
California residential construction. An
unsealed gas line penetration at the
mechanical firebox is one of the most
common construction defects we see
(Figure 23). It’s a problem because fire
that is supposed to be contained within
the mechanical firebox could spread to
the wood framing behind the box.
Lucky for builders, it’s also easy to recog-
nize and easy to fix.

There’s no removal of expensive fin-
ishes needed. The repair is a simple
application of fireproof grout to seal
around the penetration.

Pete Fowler is a general contractor and
construction consultant in Southern
California. Thanks to Kevin McCoy, C.E.,
for his assistance with the structural sec-
tions of this article. 
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Figure 22. Firestops are an important safety requirement. Unfortunately, if a gap is missed
by the inspector, all too often it will be permanently concealed from view.

Figure 21. As a matter of life safety, com-
bustion appliance vent pipes must have
proper clearance to combustibles. The
guidelines are usually stamped right on
the appliance itself. 

Figure 23. The pipe penetration into
a gas fireplace must be properly
sealed with a firestop material — a
defect that’s easy to spot and easy to
fix with fireproof grout.
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ACTIVITIES IN CONSTRUCTION DEFECT LITIGATION 
1. Owner’s (Plaintiff) Experts Assess Property
2. Litigation Begins between Owners & Developers / Complaint Filed
3. Case Management Order
4. Discovery (Response to Special Interrogatories Statement of Work)
5. Preliminary Defect List
6. Cross Complaints to Subcontractors and Answers
7. Visual Assessment (Interior & Exterior Non‐Destructive Site   

Inspection)
8. Plaintiff Preliminary Cost Estimate
9. Invasive Investigation (Plaintiff & Defense Destructive Testing)
10. Homeowner Repairs
11. Plaintiff Final Defect List, Cost Estimate, Expert Presentation
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ACTIVITIES IN CONSTRUCTION DEFECT LITIGATION 
12. Expert Witness Designation
13. Developer Allocation to Subcontractors
14. Evaluation by all Parties
15. Mediation Settlement Conferences
16. Deposition Preparation
17. Owner & PMK Depositions
18. Mediation 
19. Expert Deposition
20. Trial Preparation
21. Trial
22. Settlement or Verdict 
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CASE STUDY: IIACC ANALYSIS
1. Issue 4: D 1000 Conveying: The conveying system (ladder) is defective in 

it’s manufacture and the design does not meet minimum ADA 
requirements.

2. Investigation: PFCS has reviewed project documents, visually inspected, 
researched building and manufacturers standards, and corresponded 
with the governing municipality that issued the permit.

3. Analysis: The ladder was excluded from the contract, purchased and 
installed by the Owner. This structure was excluded from the 
requirements of ADA.

4. Conclusion: No repairs. 

5. Costs: $0

Case Study
3. CONSTRUCTION DEFECT LITIGATION

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

CASE STUDY: IIACC ANALYSIS
1. Issue 5: D 3000 HVAC: The heating system is inadequate to heat the 

interior to 70 degrees 3 feet above the floor.
2. Investigation: PFCS has reviewed the available project documents (see 

Index), visually inspected the project, researched the applicable building 
standards and corresponded with the building department.

3. Analysis: The structure was designed and constructed in conformance 
with the applicable code at the time of construction, and with the 
approval of the building department, including no provision for heating 
or cooling. 

4. Conclusion: The structure is performing as designed. No repairs.  

5. Costs: $0

Case Study
3. CONSTRUCTION DEFECT LITIGATION
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Orientation to PFCS Systems 

  

 

Introduction  
 

Pete Fowler Construction Services, Inc. 

(PFCS) is a team of consultants with expertise 

in all phases of building construction including 

design, estimating, construction management, 

inspection, testing, repair, construction defect 

forensics, and training. We specialize in 

delivering professional solutions for building 

projects in distress, dispute, or litigation, and 

in expert witness testimony. We listen to our 

client’s individual needs, evaluate their 

situation, and use our unique systems to 

deliver comprehensive solutions with 

excellence, value, and integrity. Our methods 

are designed to guide clients through their 

situation in the fastest, most cost effective way, 

creating actionable information everyone can 

use to make informed decisions.  

 

How We Work  
 

The organizational glue that binds our service 

offerings is project management discipline 

combined with technical-standards based 

systems. The combination helps us maintain 

consistency across all products. Virtually all 

our services involve project-by-project 

solutions. Systematization of each service type 

is critical. Before trying to create our own our 

systems we look first for industry standards.   

 

The fundamentals in what we do are virtually 

identical across all services and include (A.) 

tracking and billing time, (B.) time and task 

management, (C.) delegation and meeting 

management, (D.) collecting, organizing, 

summarizing and explaining construction 

information, (E.) corporate look and feel, (F.) 

project planning and management, (G.) our 

training strategy, and (H.) communicating in 

writing.  

 

Project Management  
 

Excellence in project-based companies begins 

and ends with disciplined project management. 

We teach and use accepted fundamentals of 

Project Management from organizations such 

as ANSI, Project Management Institute and the 

U.S. Department of Defense. We begin with a 

standard framework for establishing the roles, 

goals, scope, budget, schedule, actions and 

reporting for every project, and then we apply 

the most applicable problem-solving standard. 

 

Industry Standards  
 

Standards are best practices that help us in 

systematic problem-solving, doing excellent 

work, and quality control. We use building 

codes and standards from sources including 

International Code Council (ICC) and its 

predecessors, the American Society of Testing 

& Materials (ASTM), American National 

Standards Institute (ANSI), International 

Organization of Standardization (ISO), the 

American Society of Professional Estimators 

(ASPE), and others. We also use the MAP 

Management Method for business 

management. 

 

PFCS Standards  
 

We have a standard for each of our services 

including (1.) Building Wall Design, 

Construction, Inspection, Testing, Performance 

and Quality Control, (2.) Solving Building 

Problems / Analyzing Construction Defect 

Claims, (3.) Expert Witness Success!, (4.) our 

ESTIMATING Method, (5.) the DBSKCV 

Construction Management Method (including 

Construction Document Literacy and 

Contracting 101), and (6.) the PFCS 

Presentation Development Method.  
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Putting It Together  
 

All our projects have a Project Coordinator 

responsible for keeping all information 

organized and actions moving forward, and a 

Technical Expert or Lead responsible for 

content and technical execution. They work 

together to lead the Project Team in a Project 

Planning Meeting to create a Project Plan 

where the Objective, Method, and Milestones 

are memorialized, then Actions are identified, 

the scope, budget and schedule are updated 

and the plan is executed by team members, 

scrutinized by the Technical Lead and 

followed-up to conclusion by the Project 

Coordinator. Standardized reporting happens 

in recurring Project Status Meetings or Status 

Reports. 

 

Example  
 

All projects begin with a Project Planning 

Meeting using our planning program called the 

“OMMA-Goodness! Project Planning and 

Management Framework” (a mnemonic for 

Objective, Method, Milestones and Actions). 

 

Although they are our most complex, 

Construction Consulting projects all have a 

similar OBJECTIVE: "We collect data, 

analyze it to create actionable information, and 

present it in a way that everyone, including 

non-technical decision makers, can understand 

and use to get to the end of the situation as 

quickly and inexpensively as possible, while 

maintaining unwavering integrity." The 

METHOD we use is called “Solving Building 

Problems”, a 10-step process with a “Menu of 

Deliverables” that might be created during our 

work. Typical MILESTONES or deliverables 

include: Document Index, Project Plan, Project 

Summary memo, Contract Summary, Issues 

List, Locations Matrix, Cost Summary, 

Investigation Recommendations, Inspection 

Documentation, Opinion Letter, Issues-

Locations Matrix, and Issue Analysis Report. 

ACTIONS are steps to create the deliverables. 

We identify all actions required to complete 

Milestones, then identify who will take the 

actions and estimate their duration; we then 

have a budget based on a manageable, action-

oriented plan.  

 

Construction consulting projects regularly 

require building performance analysis and we 

often compare our work to others. Our 

investigation and analysis standards are in a 

PFCS training called "Building Wall Design, 

Construction, Inspection, Testing, Performance 

and Quality Control" which refers to ASTM 

standards like E2018 Guide for Property 

Condition Assessments, E2128 Guide for 

Evaluating Water Leakage, and E1105 Test 

Method for Water Penetration of Windows and 

Doors. We assess performance and 

construction by comparing findings to E241 

Guide for Limiting Water Damage and E2266 

Guide for Design and Construction of Building 

Walls, as well as manufacturer instructions and 

other industry standards of practice and 

performance. If our analysis requires 

estimating, we compose a construction cost 

estimate conforming with the ASPE Standard 

Estimating Practice (SEP) and the PFCS 

ESTIMATING Method.  

 

As mentioned, we follow-up on project 

performance with Project Status Meetings 

where we compare performance to plan, 

including measurement of completion on 

deliverables and milestones (the Scope of 

Work) compared to budget and schedule.  

We utilize the standards in our "Expert 

Witness Success!" program for those projects 

which require the delivery of expert testimony. 

By the end of Construction Consulting 
projects, we often present our analysis in 

reports or verbally and with visual aids in 

meetings, mediation, deposition, arbitration, or 

trial. These projects usually conclude through 

negotiation and sometimes by verdict.  
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PFCS Standards  
 

1. Building Wall Design, Construction, Inspection, Testing, Performance and Quality 

Control  

2. Solving Building Problems / Analyzing Construction Defect Claims  

3. Expert Witness Success!  

4. ESTIMATING Method (10-Steps in 4-Levels) 

5. DBSKCV Construction Management Method (including Construction Document 

Literacy and Contracting 101)  

6. Presentation Development Method  

7. Introduction to Building Codes and Standards  

8. MAP Management Method  

9. Fundamentals (see 40 Hours in 40 Days Training for A-G)  

A. Billing Your Time  

B. Time and Task Management (Also see Weekly Planning)  

C. PFCS Delegation, Negotiation and Meeting Management  

D. Collect, Organize, Summarize, and Understand All Pertinent Data  

E. PFCS Corporate Look and Feel  

F. Project Planning & Management: OMMA-Goodness! Project Management 

Framework 

G. PFCS Training Strategy  

H. Communicating in Writing  
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Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

Solving Building Problems Method

• Solving Building Problems Method

• Basic Analysis Deliverables

• Document and Information Organization

• Menu of Deliverables

• Analyzing Claims – Philosophy Discussion

• Case Study

4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

OBJECTIVE
Move the situation from where it is to the best available 
alternative, as quickly and inexpensively as possible while 
maintaining unwavering professional integrity.

Solving Building Problems Method
4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS
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Solving Building Problems Method
4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

ISSUE BY ISSUE (FINAL) ANALYSIS: THE 14 QUESTIONS

Solving Building Problems Method
4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS

1. What is the allegation?
2. How does it relate to the 

party we are working with?
3. Where and how many times 

is it alleged to be an issue?
4. What do all the parties say 

about the issue, including 
costs?

5. Did we see the issue?
6. Is the assembly performing as 

the owner might hope?

7. Is the assembly performing as 
we should expect?

8. Is it a defect?
9. Is it causing damage?
10. Is a repair required?
11. What are the applicable 

standards?
12. What is a reasonable repair?
13. How much will the repair 

cost?
14. Who is responsible?
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Basic Analysis Deliverables
4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS

Method Deliverable

1. Collect, Organize, Summarize, 
Understand

Document Summary

2. Plan Project Plan

3. Scope Summary Contract Summary

4. Issues Issues List with References

5. Locations Unit Matrix with Inspection Locations

6. Costs Estimate Summary

7. Issues – Locations Issues – Locations Matrix

8. Issue by Issue Issues List with Discussion and Issues 
Summary Excerpt

9. Hypothesize (Reflect & Repeat) One Minute Summary

10. Present Opinion Letter

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

Document & Information Organization

1. See section 5. A Sensible List, for philosophy
2. Organize them sensibly, usually by “Who”
3. Description 
4. Who created it and who was it to
5. When was it created and delivered?
6. How much? Is it a contract, invoice, payment, etc.? 
7. What does it say? 
8. (For Super Nerds) See ASTM E2166 Organizing and 

Managing Building Data

4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS
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Menu of Deliverables
4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

Analyzing Claims Philosophy
• Litigation is a bummer.
• Remember the objective of the Solving Building Problems Method:

– Move the situation to the best available alternative, as quickly and 
inexpensively as possible while maintaining integrity.

• The Window and the Mirror (Level 5 Leadership from Good To 
Great by Jim Collins)

• “Let he who is free of sin cast the first stone.”
• Stimulus and response: Use the unique human capacity to USE the 

space in between the stimulus and response. People will be 
emotionally out of balance, or trying to get others out of balance in 
these highly sensitive situations. If you get knocked off you game 
because of your emotions, then this puts you at a disadvantage.

4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS
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Case Study

Commercial Project 
with harsh Pacific 
Coast exposure

4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Issue: Window are leaking on a hotel with a harsh pacific coast exposure and 
require complete removal and replacement of all for approximately $1.5 
million. 

Investigation, Analysis, Conclusion, Cost: PFCS observed visual evidence of 
leaks at most south‐facing front elevation windows. We performed testing 
conforming with ASTM E2128 and AAMA 511 at 10% of the windows, 
selected at random. No damage was found at side or back elevations. We 
recommend reclad of the south elevation using a rain‐screen system and new 
windows, but only replacement of the trim at 3 other elevations, for a cost of 
approximately $400,000. 

Case Study
4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS
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PROJECT PLANNING
A. Objective: Move the situation from where it is to the best available 

alternative, as quickly and inexpensively as possible while maintaining 
unwavering professional integrity.

B. Method: Solving Building Problems – 10 Steps

C. Milestones & Deliverables: Specific & Measurable (S.M.A.R.T.) actions 
and tangible stuff that lead toward the Objective. 

D. Actions: Specific tasks that lead to completed Milestones & Deliverables. 

Case Study
4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

MILESTONES & DELIVERABLES
• Document Organization, Index and Analysis

• Investigation Recommendations

• Visual Inspection 

• Testing

• Scope of Repair

• Cost of Repair

• Allocation of Responsibility

Case Study
4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS
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DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION, INDEX AND ANALYSIS
1. Plans & Specs

2. RFIs and other design correspondence

3. Prime Contract and Change Orders

4. Subcontracts and Change Orders

5. Project file, including correspondence

Case Study
4. SOLVING BUILDING PROBLEMS
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Analyzing Construction Defects  
Back-Up Documents 

  

 
Date: April 25, 2007 
To: PFCS 
From: Pete Fowler Construction Services, Inc. 
Project: Analyzing Construction Defects Presentation 
Regarding: Back-Up Documents 
Note: For internal use only. No other use is allowed without written authorization. 

 
Table of Contents 
 
1. Collect, Organize, Summarize and Understand: DOCUMENT INDEX 

2. Plan: PROJECT PLAN  

3. Scope Summary: CONTRACT SUMMARY  

4. Issues List: ISSUES LIST WITH REFERENCES  

5. Locations List: UNIT MATRIX WITH INSPECTION LOCATIONS  

6. Cost Summary: ESTIMATE SUMMARY  

7. Issues-Locations Association & Analysis: ISSUES-LOCATIONS MATRIX  

8. Issue-By-Issue Analysis: ISSUES LIST WITH DISCUSSION and ISSUES SUMMARY 
excerpt  

9. Reflect, Hypothesize, Scrutinize & Repeat: ONE MINUTE SUMMARY  

10. Present: OPINION LETTER  
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Document Index

4/16/2007

# File Sec. Description Who Created Document Date Created Date Rcvd Summarized Binder
1 1A Correspondance various various 1
2 2A Geotechnical Report(s) Flawless 2/22/07 1
3 2A Contract Agreement with Giant RV Alliance Development 10/11/00 3/13/06 1
4 2C Repair Recommendations Based Upon Visual Insp. Stormwell Pacific Corporation 1/23/06 4/24/06 1
5 3A Preliminary Defect List - Rancho Manzita Site Bear and Associates 2/6/06 3/13/06 1
6 3A Rancho Manzita Defect List Bear and Associates 12/18/06 4/5/07
7 3B Rancho Manzita Cost of Repair Bear and Associates 4/3/07 4/5/07
8 3C Plaintiff Photographs 12/13/06 1
9 4A Geotechinal Investigation Flawless 2/21/00 3/12/07 1

10 4A Territory Design Corp
Records of Alliance Development Testing Center

2

11 4A City of Rancho Manzita
Records of Alliance Development Testing Center

2-6

12 4A Geotechinal Investigation Flawless 2/21/00 3/12/07 6
13 4A Strucutral Calculations William Jackson & Associates, Inc. 8/17/01 3/12/07 7
14 4A Soils Testing Reports Construction Testing & Eng., Inc. various 7
15 4A Plans, Alliance Service Building, Monteverde, CA AWM 9/25/01 4/6/07 Plan Box
16 4A Plans, Tenant Improvement for Alliance - Monteverde Gabor Enterprises 12/19/02 4/6/07 Plan Box
17 4B Ironworks, Inc. Subcontract Alliance Development 6/10/02 4/5/07 7
18 4B A&M Industrial Concrete, Inc. Subcontract Alliance Development 7/30/01 4/5/07 7
19 4B National Paving Co., Inc. Subcontract Alliance Development 2/22/02 4/5/07 7
20 4C Precision Grading Plan Territory Design Company 4/23/01
21 5A Site Inspection Photographs PFCS 7/19/06 8
22 5B Site Inspection Notes PFCS 7/19/06 8
23 5C Player's List PFCS 4/9/07 8
24 5C Issues List with Discussion PFCS 4/10/07 8
25 5C Opinion Letter PFCS 4/11/07 8
26 5C Document Timeline PFCS 4/5/07 8
27 5C Building Performance, Inspection & Testing PFCS 3/15/07 8
28 5C Contracting 101 PFCS 3/28/07 8
29 5D Preliminary Estimate PFCS 7/17/06 9
30 5E Meeting Notes PFCS 12/19/06 9
31 5E Meeting Notes PFCS 4/5/07 9
32 5E Meeting Notes PFCS 4/5/07 9
33 5E Research PFCS various 9
34 6B CD of Exhibits to various Depositions various 4/9/07 9
35 6B Deposition and Exhibits of Barker, Bob 1/17/07 4/5/07 LC
36 6B Deposition and Exhibits of Stamos, John 3/14/07 4/5/07 RK
37 6B Deposition and Exhibits of Diaz, Chris 3/16/07 4/5/07 AM
38 6B Deposition of Rubble, Barney unknown 4/5/07 CT
39 6B Deposition of Conway, Joseph 4/7/07 4/6/07 DM
40 6B Deposition and Exhibits of Patton, Earl 3/22/07 4/5/07 RK
41 6B Deposition and Exhibits of Richtop, Kevin 3/16/07 4/5/07 RK
42 6B Deposition and Exhibits of Tobias, Mark 1/19/07 4/5/07 DM
43 6B Deposition and Exhibits of Toadster, Henry unknown 4/5/07 DM
44 6B Deposition and Exhibits of Winchell, Frank 4/5/07 4/6/07 TH/CT

 05-52A
 0B Document Index 07-04-13_unnamed.xls

 For mediation purposes only.
Protected under all applicable evidence codes.  Page 1 of 1



www.petefowler.com DPS Method
DPS Planning Form - CC Sample

4/16/2007

Objective

Method
Description

1 Organize Data How much stuff do whe have and what is it?
2 Assignment Organize, summarize and understand all project data. Summarize issues and address each. 
3 Scope American Roofing Consultants performed QC inspections for roofing and building wall lath

4 Issues
5 Locations Approximately 100 homes in litigation. Approximately 90 in scope.
6 Costs 3,589,230
7 Issues-LOC Mostly water intrusion, possibly from roof
8 Issue-by-Issue See itemized list for issue-by-issue
9 Repeat 1-8

10 Present

Deliverables
Description Priority Who When

1 0B Document Index A ML
2 2A Contract Summary / Scope of Work / Detailed Analysis Memo? A RR
3 3A Issues Summary (PLTF Defect Summary) A ML
4 5E Unit Matrix (INCL all units in LIT, all in LIT by American, and maybe all by American) A ML
5 3B Plaintiff Estimate Summary A ML
6 5C Summary of Issues B RR
7 5E Inspection Matrix of American's Observations B ML
8 5E PFCS Inspection Summary A PF
9 5E Timeline B ML

10 5E Back-Up / Reference Materials (Referenced in American's Contract) B RR
11 6B Deposition Summaries B ML

Actions / Tasks / Work Breakdown Structure
Description Priority Who When Time $

1 Update Project Plan DONE PF 5/8/2007 1.0         
2 Calendar all dates in this plan (ML, SL, PF and RR) A All 5/10/2007 0.5         
3 Organize all documents; compose, format and print 0B Document Index A ML 5/10/2007 4.0         
4 Review, organize, summarize, format and print 2A Contracts Summary A RR 5/22/2007 3.0         
5 Review PFCS inspections: Compose, format and print 5E INSP Summary A PF 6/1/2007 2.0         
6 Review, summarize, format and print 3A Issues Summary A ML 6/10/2007 2.0         
7 Update 3A Issues Summary with PLTF costs (3B PLTF EST Summary?) A ML 4.0         
8 Compose, format and print 5E Unit Matrix of all units in litigation A ML 2.0         
9 Update 5E Unit Matrix with all PFCS inspection locations A ML 2.0         

10 Update 5E Unit Matrix with all American scope of work locations A ML 2.0         
11 Format 5C Summary of Issues B ML 1.0         
12 Compose a Project Summary in 5C Summary of Issues B SL 2.0         
13 Compose, format and print 5E Document Timeline B SL/ML 6.0         
14 Analyze, summarize, format and print 5E American's Observations B ML 16.0       
15 Compile, save, print and organize all back-up materials B ML 8.0         
16 Summarize, format and print depositions as necessary (w- Issue #'s) B RR 8.0         
17 Update 5C Summary of Issues with all opinions B SL 4.0         
18 Update 5C Summary of Issues with all opinions B PF 4.0         
19 Deposition Preparation A PF/SL 12/23/2007 16.0       
20

86.0       -$       

Generic Objective: Organize all information available, identify and list all issues regarding the situation, create 
and communicate a plan to address all issues to get our client to the end of the situation as quickly and 
inexpensively as possible, and work the plan professionally and efficiently.

Generic CD claim by Veritas. Specific to our client are roofing defects allegedly not caught during quality 
inspection. 

Copyright 2005 Peter D. Fowler
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Contract Summary 

  

 
 
Project Number: 06-17A 
Project Name: King v Kong Construction 
Project Address: 1526 South Forest Avenue, San Diego, CA 90005 
Insured: Kong Construction Co. 
Trade: GC 
Attorney: Edward Buckley, Esq. T: (585) 555-5555 F: (585) 555-5556 
Analyst: OR 
Date: August 24, 2006 
 
Contract Data 
 
Contract Date: June 15, 2004 
Contract Number: None given 
General Contractor: Kong Construction Company 
Subcontractor: NA 
Trade: GC 
Location of Work: San Diego, CA 
Construction Plans: Yes 
Tract Number: 7966 
Scope of Work: 1. Plan for BA/Laundry Remodel  

2. Permits  
3. Demo (KIT, Laundry, BA1, BA2, Existing Addition)  
4. Drywall (KIT, Laundry, BA1, BA2)  
5. Rough Plumbing (KIT, Laundry, BA1, BA2)  
6. Framing (Other than Roof. At BA1)  
7. Door @ Laundry  
8. Tile Backer (BA1)  
9. Finish Plumbing (install tub and bath fixtures at BA2)  
10. Shower Pan (BA2)  
11. Tile Shower (At BA2. Tile supplied by owner)  
12. Tile Floor (At BA2. Tile supplied by owner)  
13. Plumbing Service (under house to street)  
14. Roof Sheathing  
15. Roof and Sheet Metal  
16. Insulation (at Existing Addition)  
17. Stucco (at Existing Addition. Plus patch at windows – 

see below)  
18. Windows (remove, rework, supply and install new, 

patch plaster) 
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Contract Data 
CONTINUED 
 
Payment Schedule: 1. At Execution $13,663.00 

2. Demo $8,827.00 
3. Drywall $8,827.00 
4. Roof $8,827.00 
5. Rough Plumbing $8,827.00 
6. Windows$ 8,827.00 
7. Final Payment $8,831.00 

Contract Signed: Oscar Meyer and H.O.’s James Cornwall,  Nicole Banner 
Contract Amount: $66,629.00 
Change Order Amounts:  Total: $ 41,180.00 
Revised Contract Amt: $ 107, 809.00 
Project Type: Single family residential home 
Year Built: 1946 
Code Year: UBC 1997 (for remodel) 
Remodel Locations: Kitchen, Laundry, Bathroom 1, Bathroom 2, Roof and Addition 
 
Change Orders 
 
Change Order #1: $2,970.00: Install two openable skylights in rear bedroom; Cut holes 

in ceiling, frame opening, drywall, tape. Leave ready for paint.  

Change Order #2 $2, 100.00: upgrade front windows to wood, total of 8 windows. 
Windows to be paint grade. 

Change Order #3 Dated 6/30/04, $650.00: Replace +/- 130’ of damaged 1 x 8 wood at 
roof. Install (3) dormers for increased roof ventilation. 

Change Order #4 Dated 8/9/04, $3,400.00: Rework existing closets in bedroom & 
hallway. Remove wall in bedroom dividing closets, to create 1 large 
closet. Demo hallway closet wall & move in +/- 18” to make hallway 
closet smaller. Frame-in new walls and headers. Drywall, tape & 
finish to leave ready for paint. Install sliding glass doors into new 
opening. 

Change Order #5 Dated 8/11/04, $3,850.00: Additional framing required to bring 
existing framing (completed by others) at rear room addition up to 
current building codes & to pass inspection by City of S.D. Addition 
work completed by others is not currently up to building codes. 

Change Order #6 Dated 8/11/04, $1,750.00: Remove additional plaster from walls in 
(2) bathrooms & in Laundry room. Remove ceiling in bedroom& 
wall in kitchen. Haul away all debris. Install drywall & finish. 

Change Order #7 DELETED 
Change Order #8 Dated 8/11/04, $4,800.00: Additional drywall in separate areas 

throughout house. Tape and finish, ready for paint. 
 



www.petefowler.com Millhouse Condominiums
Issues List w- References

4/16/2007

Line Code Item Description / Discussion
NW 

Consulting
Notice of 
Defects

1 07-30 Roofing
2 A Rake metal flashing is missing X
3 B Damaged shingles X
4 C Exposed fasteners X
5 D Roof and roof flashings improperly installed X
6 07-47 Siding
7 A Corroding fasteners X
8 B Siding in contact with concrete X
9 C Siding in contact with grade X

10 D Cracked siding X
11 E Staple fasteners are exposed X
12 F Staple fasteners in an "over fastening pattern" X
13 G Shingle side laps are 1" or less X
14 H Insufficient lap of shingles X
15 I WEB is exposed X
16 J Shingles loose or missing X

17
K Shingles are improperly sealed at horizontal flashings at window 

heads and belly band.
X

18 L Siding improperly installed X
19 07-61 Flashing and Sheet Metal
20 A Code required head flashing missing at window head X
21 B Code required head flashing missing at front entry doors X
22 C Code required head flashing missing at garage doors X
23 D Reverse lap of Z flashing with WRB at window head X
24 E Damaged Z flashing - nails driven through horizontal surface X
25 F Flashing improperly installed X
26 07-92 Joint sealants
27 A Backer rod omitted X
28 B Joint dimensions are not consistent with industry guidelines X
29 C Sealant is missing at utility penetrations X
30 D Sealant is missing at termination of siding to trim boards X
31 E Sealing/caulking improperly installed X
32 08-50 Windows
33 A Reverse lap of flexible flashing at the bottom nailing flanges X
34 B WRB reverse lapped over the flexible flashing at the window sill X
35 C Flexible flashing omitted at window X

07-12W
5C Millhouse_Issues List 07-04-12 unnamed.xls

For Mediation Purposes only.
Protected under all applicable codes. Page 1 of 1



www.petefowler.com Camden v Continental
Unit Matrix

4/16/2007

# Homeowner Addr. Street Development Tract Lot Seq Plan NOC
NOC 
Filed

Orig. 
HO

COE 
Date

Original 
COE Date Insp. By Date DT Notes

39 Pastino 20789 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 2 11 3BR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/29/99
40 Smith 20793 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 3 11 4C 06/14/99 06/24/99 N 04/05/01 07/22/99

Smith
41 McAmber 20797 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 4 11 2AR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/22/99 PK 01.045-083 06/23/05 N
42 Hoshen 20805 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 5 11 3CR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/30/99 PK 01.120-159 06/23/05 N
43 Bennett 20813 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 6 11 4BR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/26/99
44 Suess 20852 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 21 11 1AR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 08/03/99
45 Castle 20861 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 12 11 2CR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/29/99
46 Medusa 20867 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 13 11 4C 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/30/99 MP 01.017-046 03/11/05 Y
47 Santorini 20868 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 19 11 3CR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 08/06/99
48 George 20877 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 14 11 3AR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/29/99
49 Brigss 20878 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 18 11 2B 06/14/99 06/24/99 N 01/16/04 07/30/99

Barber
50 Blake 20886 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 17 11 4AR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/30/99 PK 01.001-044 06/23/05 N
51 Royter 20893 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 16 11 4B 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/30/99
52 O'Neal 20898 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-5 61 12 3B 07/28/99 08/02/99 Y 10/26/99
53 Reynolds 8986 Goshen Ct. Moon Ridge 22653-5 54 M 4A 08/05/97 10/28/97 Y 10/30/99
54 Villacres 8998 Goshen Ct. Moon Ridge 22653-5 56 M 2C 08/05/97 10/28/97 Y 06/29/99 PK 01.084-119 06/23/05 N
55 Moody 8748 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 29 7 4B 09/21/98 10/14/98 N 09/30/02 11/17/98

Davis
56 Robinson 8840 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 37
57 Juniper 8849 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 71 3 4A 02/23/98 03/10/98 Y 03/30/98 PK 01.160-204 06/23/05 N
58 Mortiman 8859 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 70 3 2A 02/23/98 03/10/98 Y 03/25/98
59 Feeney 8870 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 40 3 2B 02/23/98 03/10/98 N 07/29/03 03/31/98 

Rander
60 Quertory 8880 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 41 2 4AR 12/18/97 01/12/98 y 01/21/98
61 Stevenson 8908 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 44
62 Ragu 8923 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 68 2 2AR 12/18/97 01/12/98 Y 01/07/98 RR 01.001-049 06/23/05 N
63 Dayton 8947 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 66
64 Shah 8966 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 50 1 4A 08/05/97 10/28/97 Y 11/26/97
65 Morris 8978 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge III 22653-5 52 12 4B 07/28/99 08/02/99 Y 08/20/99
66 Mansfield 20824 Hartsdale Dr. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 58 8 1A 11/23/98 12/23/98 Y 12/23/98
67 Veruca 20825 Hartsdale Dr. Moon Ridge 22653-5 101 6 4A 08/20/98 09/09/98 N 11/29/01 09/25/98

Hall
68 Quentino 20850 Hartsdale Dr. Moon Ridge 22653-5 19 6 4A 08/20/98 09/09/98 Y 09/18/98
69 Samuel 20880 Hartsdale Dr. Moon Ridge 22653-5 23 6 3A 08/20/98 09/09/98 Y 09/22/98
70 Parker 20689 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 2 2 2AR 03/04/96 03/12/96 Y 04/30/96
71 Anton 20717 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 34
72 Nelson 20735 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 36 MP 01.124-125 03/11/05 N No DT / inspection 

performed.

73 Trail 20736 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 92
74 Corriander 20750 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 90 3 3B 04/23/96 05/06/96 Y 05/15/96
75 Berry 20789 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 81 4 3CR 06/21/96 08/02/96 N 04/23/03 09/18/96 

Martin
76 Davis 20797 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 82 4 2AR 06/21/96 08/02/96 Y 04/24/97
77 Randall 20798 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 84

05-16T
5E Unit Matrix 06-09-18 unnamed page 2.xls

For mediation purposes only.
Protected under all applicable evidence codes. Page 2 of 4



www.petefowler.com Territory v. Alliance Development - Monteverde
Estimate Summary

4/16/2007

Direct Cost Project Cost
# Item Description Notes Qty. Unit Total Total
1 1.0 Remove and Replace North Driveway 10,600 sf 32,783.11$      53,657.44$            
2 2.0 Remove and Replace Concrete 180 sf 3,145.16$        5,147.81$              
3 3.0 Gate/Track Repair 50 lf 4,201.39$        6,876.58$              
4
5 Direct Cost Total $40,129.65 65,681.82$            
6
7 General Conditions 8.0% $3,210.37
8 Subtotal $43,340.02
9

10 Contractor's Overhead 8% $3,467.20
11 Contractor's Profit 10% $4,334.00
12 Insurance & Bond 2% $866.80
13
14 Subtotal $52,008.03
15 Contingency on Construction Costs 5% $2,600.40
16 Total Estimated Construction Costs $54,608.43
17
18 Other Project Costs:
19 Construction Management 1 ls $10,000.00
20 Architectural / Drafting / Design 1 ls $0.00
21 Engineering Design 1 ls $0.00
22 Testing & Inspection 1 ls $0.00
23 Permits & Fees 1% $546.08
24 Relocation None
25
26 Subtotal of Other Project Costs $10,546.08
27 Contingency on Other Project Costs 5% $527.30
28 Total of Other Project Costs $11,073.39
29

30 Total Estimated Project Cost $65,681.82 $65,681.82

 05-399
5D Territory v Alliance_Prelim Est 07-04-09 un.xls

For mediation purposes only.
Protected under all applicable evidence codes. Page 1 of 1



www.petefowler.com Autumn Hills
Issues - Locations Matrix

4/16/2007

Line Code # Contract Requirement Issue 2 7 11 18 20
1 00-730 General Requirements None

E General Requirements require clean-up Debris remains on-site from re-siding work X X
3 02-070 Selective Demolition 
4 B Protect items for re-installation Doorbell wires exposed and/or doorbells missing: re-

installation incomplete.
X X X

5 06-100 Rough Carpentry
6 A Repair rot damage not already identified in the Scope of Work Rotten structural post at entry landing X

D Separated joint at trim / fascia X
8 07-460 Siding - New fiber-cement to match existing trim
9 D Siding requires 1/4" starter strip at bottom Siding closer to grade or concrete than specifications allow X X X X X

10 G Electrical meter cover box made of siding to match Electrical meter cover box made of siding to match were not 
installed.

X X X X X

11 K Fasteners set too deep shall receive sealant with sealant bead 
flush with surface

Overdriven fasteners not sealed per specification X X X

12 L Per manufacturer's recommendations Siding in contact with grade X X X
13 M Per manufacturer's recommendations Siding in contact with concrete X X X X

N Per manufacturer's recommendations Siding in contact with roofing X X X
O Non-conforming work Incomplete or unworkmanlike electrical meter installation. X X X X

16 07-620 Flashing & Sheetmetal
17 A All required flashing included Deck flashing missing at front elevation entry decks and  back 

elevation private decks
X X X X X

18 D SM to conform with Copper and Brass Research Assn. 
standards

Head flashings do not reach or run past end of trim (flashing 
is cut short).

X X

19 F Metal flashings at heads of windows and doors Missing head flashing at entry storage room doors X X X X X
20 G Install kick-out flashings No kick-out flashings were installed X X X X X
21 H Downspouts to be reinstalled, replaced damaged ones to 

match existing
Lack of gutters at chimney caps causing ground cover to 
splash into siding

X X X X X

22 I Downspouts connected to existing underground drain system Side elevation down spouts at shed roof drain to grade 
without splash-blocks.

X X X X X

23 J Gutters must terminate a minimum of 1/2" from vertical wall Gutters terminate closer than 1/2" from wall X X X X X

24 K Not specified in contract Small penetrations like light blocks and vents are not flashed X X X X X

25 L Not specified in contract Overflowing gutters causing ground cover to splash into 
siding.

X X X X X

26 07-920 Joint Sealants 
27 A Seal all penetrations Unsealed penetrations in wall (cable TV wires) X X X X X
28 D Joint dimensions per SWRI Sealant Waterproofing and 

Restoration Institute
The sealant joints do not appear to conform with 
manufacturer's or industry guidelines

X X X X X

29 F Seal at sills, surrounds, thresholds, openings, vents, doors, 
windows, lights, protrusions, dissimilar materials

Lack of complete sealant at 2 windows on Right Elevation of 
building 7 and a failing joints at siding on building 18

X X

30 09-900 Painting - Exterior painting is not in this contract
31 B Topcoats - By others Missing paint / trim is primed only X
32 99-999 Other Issues
33 A Not specified in contract Shed roof with improper transition off rake to trim X
34 B Not specified in contract Attic vent in wall is open (missing louvers) X
35 C Miscellaneous Issue Loose guardrail fasteners X X X
36 D Not specified in contract Standing water / possibly inadequate site drainage X X
37 Note: See "Contract Requirements" worksheet for missing issue numbers / letters

Building

07-13P
5E Autumn Hills_Issues List 07-02-27.xls

For mediation purposes only.
Protected under all applicable evidence codes. Page 1 of  1



www.petefowler.com  Territory v Alliance Development-Rancho Manzita
Issues List with Discussion

4/16/2007

# Issue Description Photo Ref. Comments
1 1.0 Asphalt Concrete

There are multiple locations in the driveway where the asphalt is broken up and subsiding.  
There are areas of ponding and at some locations a 6" subsidence was noted.

TH 01.27-32
TH 01.38
TH 01.49-50
TH 01.71

The South driveway was tested and it lacks perfect conformance with design 
and contract specification of 2 1/2" over 4.2". The asphalt is also failing in 
areas that the contract design was met. The design is insufficient for the 
intended use. The contract was substantially met. The contractors substantially 
complied with the contract requirements.

2 1.1 Area of ponding near entry drive approximately 14' x 8' x 6" deep. (grey area close to gate - has 
been repaired)

Specifics will be discussed by Kluger

3 1.2 As much as 1.5" subsidence at walkway near gate. Specifics will be discussed by Kluger
4 1.3 Asphalt exhibits ponding at numerous locations. Specifics will be discussed by Kluger
5 1.4 "Alligator" cracking of asphalt throughout. Specifics will be discussed by Kluger
6 1.5 New areas of asphalt cracking and subsidence appear periodically. Per Frank Winchell deposition "I actually don't even know what that means as 

I read it. So it's not written very clearly. I think maybe a better wording may 
have been additional areas of asphalt cracking and subsidence appear 
throughout or something. Because I was only out there the one day that I had 
no way to quantify that it's changed from one month to the next or whatever. 

7 1.6 Some areas have been repaired by outside contractor. We only know of the repairs in 2006 and those referred to generally by the VP 
/ General Manager in his deposition.

8
9 2.0 Portland Cement Concrete Service Bay Driveways TH 01.13-14, 

TH 01.17-21
10 2.1 Recent evidence of cracking in multiple locations The allegation is vague. 
11 2.2 Service drive concrete vertical displacement as much as 1.25". This is at the front south west corner where the concrete which is distressed 

does not match remainder of concrete visually or when core testing was 
completed (lower psi per Reynolds).

12 2.3 Service drive concrete cracked with widths as much as 0.25". This is at the front south west corner where the concrete which is distressed 
does not match remainder of concrete visually or when core testing was 
completed (lower psi per Reynolds).

13 2.4 Service drive concrete deflects noticeably when vehicles pass over. No documentation. Only verbal testimony. Structural plan details show 
concrete aprons with dowelled connection at intersection with main building. 
No evidence to prove this was not built per plan. 

14 2.5 Water splashes through control joints when vehicles pass over. No documentation. Only verbal testimony. Structural plan details show 
concrete aprons with dowelled connection at intersection with main building. 
No evidence to prove this was not built per plan. 

15
16 3.0 Electric Gate TH 01.09-12
17 3.1 Concrete surrounding gate track cracked and spalled Concrete is in poor condition. Not clear who placed concrete.
18 3.2 Gate does not fully open The gate was re-configured from the installation depicted on the plans
19 3.3 Gate metal track bent Agree.
20 3.4 The gate operates only manually due to damage to the gate runner and track Repair is required. 
21
22 per William Jackson labeled "printed 12/18/2006 5:55 PM" at right bottom of page

 05-52A
 5E Territory v Alliance_ Issues List w Discussion 07-04-09 unnamed.xls

 For mediation purposes only.
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5. Discussion of Issues 
 
1.0 Decks 
 
A. Investigative Costs 

• Plaintiff costs for 30 units: $60,432.75 
• No costs are required due to work by D&J Construction. 

 
B. Replace Deck 

• Plaintiff calls for this repair at 21 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff costs for 21 units: $88,111.95 
• Plaintiff repair includes removal and replacement of deck including concrete 

piers, railings, stringers, framing, decking, priming, and painting. 
• Plaintiff has photos of this issue at 25 of 126 units. 
• This issue is not addressed in the PLTF Structural Engineering Limited Report. 
• Decking is generally a Trex or synthetic material and the deck railings are of 

wood. 
• PFCS feels that the condition of the decks is typical for a home of this age. 
• No repair is required due to work by D&J Construction. 

 
2.0 Doors 
 
A. Investigative Costs 

• Plaintiff costs for 124 units: $12,498.37 
• No costs are required due to work by D&J Construction. 

 
B. Jambs and casing, cracked, or delaminated or otherwise damaged 

• Plaintiff calls for this repair at 103 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff costs for 103 units: $410,077.76 
• Plaintiff repair includes removal and replacement of damaged casing and door 

jamb with new pine materials, priming, and painting. 
• Plaintiff has photos of this issue at 73 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff photos included notes to “re-nail” the casings. 
• This item is not addressed in the PLTF Structural Engineering Limited Report. 
• The cracking at the jambs and casings is typical for a home of this age.  
• Fit and finish, maintenance issue. 
• D&J Construction’s contract specifically excludes doors and windows 
• No repair is required due to work by D&J Construction.  

 
3.0 Drywall 
 
A. Ceiling or wall repairs due to reconstruction or damage. 

• Plaintiff calls for this repair at all 126 units. 
• Plaintiff costs for 126 units: $1,430,473.13 
• Plaintiff repair includes relocation of furniture followed by drywall repair (re-

screw, tape, mud, and sand), priming, painting, and texturing the wall. 
• Plaintiff has photos of this issue at 92 of 126 units. 
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• Aside from the cracks listed in item 3B, PFCS found no other damaged drywall. 
• There is some (although limited) damage related to window leaks and plumbing 

leaks but not directly attributed to framing. 9 of the homes related to this issue 
have roof leaks. 

• No repair is required due to work by D&J Construction. 
 
B. Cracks 

• Plaintiff calls for this repair at 95 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff costs for 95 units: $72,730.95 
• Plaintiff repair includes relocation of furniture followed by fixing and taping each 

crack up to 10-feet long, priming, and painting. 
• Plaintiff has photos of this issue at 63 of 126 units. 
• PFCS found some very minor cracking, with the majority occurring at corner 

beads and window corners. 
• Building movement is expected.  
• No excessive gypsum wall board cracking observed by PFCS. 
• No evidence to support the claim that this was caused by framing issues.  
• Fit and finish issue typically with one year warranty. 
• Painting would solve the vast majority of the interior drywall crack, Those units 

that have been repainted at the interior have limited or no drywall cracks.  
• Per review of first 10 homes in Plaintiff matrix (sorted by house number): 

Estimate cracking at each home: 2”, 3”, 14”, 10”, 3”, 10”, 30”, 3”, 3”, 10”. 
Average of 8-10” per home. Cracks are an even mix of window corners 
(somewhat common), ceiling-to-wall interfaces (very common), and doorway 
arches. Corner bead cracks at several locations, but not too common. 

• No repair is required due to work by D&J Construction. 
 
C. Investigative Costs 

• Plaintiff Costs for 126 units: $43,838,66 
• No costs are required due to work by D&J Construction. 

 
4.0 Fireplace and Chimney 
 
A. Firebox – Inadequate clearance of wood members 

• Plaintiff calls for this repair at 71 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff costs for 71 units: $293,396.69 
• Plaintiff repair includes demolition and replacement of the chimney structure, 

including framing, in addition to stucco removal and replacement at the exterior. 
• Plaintiff has photos of this issue at 8 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff photos indicate that a 1" clearance from combustible material has been 

met. 
• Clearance of wood framing members to the firebox is governed by 

manufacturer’s specifications and typical instructions for a zero clearance 
fireplace. (Superior and Majestic)  Typical rough opening clearance tolerances 
runs from allow for ¾’, ½”, to 0”at the side and rear of the firebox. 

• No damage has been observed.  
• This issue would generally be the responsibility of the fireplace installer, when 

found.  
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P e t e  F o w l e r  
CONSTRUCTION  
S e r v i c e s ,  I n c .  

One Minute Summary 

  

 
Date: January 1, 2007 
To: FILE 
From: Pete Fowler Construction Services, Inc. 
Project: Tuscan Heights v. Zap Construction 
Regarding: One Minute Summary  
Note: Confidential Attorney-Client and Attorney Work Product. Protected under all applicable evidence codes. 

 
 
1. BIG PICTURE OF THE PROJECT: (What, Where, How Big, When, Who) 

The project is an eight unit condominium complex in Pasadena, CA.  The complex was built in 
the 1960's. The units are contained in two wood framed buildings with stucco clad exterior 
walls and low sloped roofs. The roof of the larger building (A) is approximately 7,300 square 
feet (SF) and the roof of the smaller building (B) is approximately 2,500 SF.   
 
2. CLIENT'S ROLE IN THE BIG PICTURE: (Who, What, When, Where, How Much) 
HOA (this is a PLTF case).  
 
3. WHY ARE WE HERE? ISSUES: (Who, What, When, Where, Why, How, How Much) 
Repipe Gurus, Inc. was hired by the HOA to re-pipe both buildings in Feb. 2005 for $27,353. 
Repipe Gurus did not complete all of the work, and additionally, routed the pipes over and 
through the roofs causing water intrusion in the units. The HOA is looking to PFCS for a 
report and estimate to aid in moving them from their current situation to the most rapid and 
cost effective solution. Including (a) remove pipes from the roof; (b) remove and replace roofs; 
(c) complete the work not completed (see proposal from David E. Koch dated 5/706); (d) mold 
and/or possible asbestos issues; and (e) repair all finishes. The HOA has spent almost $30,000 
in temporary repairs so far.  
 
4. WHAT HAS PFCS DONE? (Who, What, When, Where, How Much) 

Inspection by PFCS. Document review, organization and summary. Initial Analysis delivered. 
Per PF TCW with attorney they want materials to move the project from where it is to where 
they want to be. We believe the work required to remove and replace the bad work by Repipe, 
repair the damages and replace the roof will be in excess of $150,000.  
 
5. WHAT SHOULD PFCS DO? (What, Who, When, How Much, Why, How) 

See Project Plan. Finish 5C OPINION LETTER and 5D ESTIMATE. Ship along with 5E 
ISSUES LIST and 5A INSPECTION DOCUMENTS.  
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Opinion Letter 

  

 
Date: January 22, 2007 
To: Franklin Jones, Esq.  (E: franklin.jones@jonesandconrad.com) 

Ernest Conrad, Esq.  (E: ernest.conrad@ jonesandconrad.com) 
Jones & Conrad PC  
P.O. Box 5698 
Portland, OR 97284 

From: Pete Fowler Construction Services, Inc. 
Project: Forest Villas v Trans Pacific  

PFCS # 06-28T 
Regarding: Opinion Letter 
Note: Confidential Attorney-Client and Attorney Work Product. Protected under all applicable evidence codes. 

 
Dear Mr. Jones and Mr. Conrad: 
 
The following is a brief summary of our understanding of the project. If there are any 
assumptions we have made that are incorrect, please let us know as soon as possible. 
 
Project Summary 
 
Your client is Trans Pacific, the developer of Forest Villas, a project of 33 townhomes 
located in Woodacres, WA. The homes were constructed in two phases, Phase I in 1998 
and Phase II from 1999-2001, as twenty buildings with one to four units per building. 
The buildings are all two-story structures with wood framing and raised foundations with 
crawlspaces. The buildings have sloped asphalt shingle roofs and a single-ply roofing 
membrane in the valley between the units. The exterior walls are a mix of three types of 
siding material and two types of veneer. Many of the vinyl windows and sliding doors 
have perimeter trim.  
 
The original developer of the project was Superior Custom Homes. Trans Pacific 
purchased Superior before completion and took over the project. Documentation shows 
that Superior began but did not complete work on lots 10-33 (Phase I). Development of 
lots 1-9 (Phase II) was performed in whole by Trans Pacific, who also completed Phase I. 
Based on our review of various accounting and construction documents, it appears the 
contractors who worked on Phase I and II varied for most of the trades. Of the 54 total 
contractors, only 4 appear to have worked on 100% of the units. For a complete list of 
contractors, scopes of work, and description of the units worked on, please see PFCS 
document 4C Trade Contractor Scope of Work. 
 
The plaintiffs have alleged numerous construction defect issues related primarily to 
exterior building walls, structural framing and mechanical issues. The plaintiffs’ repair 
estimate is $1.8 million plus $375,000.00 for design and consulting; the total demand is  
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$3.8 million. The plaintiffs’ expert team includes Average Construction Services as the 
lead expert, NW Forensics Investigations for architectural and structural issues, FTR 
Engineers for mechanical issues, and HUF Construction.  
 
Pete Fowler Construction Services, Inc. (PFCS) has reviewed and analyzed documents 
from other parties, inspected the exteriors of all buildings and 10 unit interiors (21%), and 
composed numerous documents (listed below). We have compiled a complete package 
including identification of repairs at specific locations for all building exteriors, 
extrapolated repairs for the unit interiors, and a detailed construction cost estimate.  
 
Our analysis of the total costs required to repair deficiencies at the project total 
approximately $725,000 (versus plaintiff’s $3.1 million). Of the plaintiff’s more than 100 
allegations, we believe approximately 30 issues are legitimate, 10 of which constitute 
almost 90% of the total costs. These issues include: painting, vertical panel siding, 
structural repairs at a specific Phase I plan type (12 units), installation of flashings at 136 
exposed windows and sliding glass doors with trim, miscellaneous plumbing repairs at all 
units, and various other flashing repairs at siding transitions.  
 
Plaintiff Issues / Allegations 
 
Specific plaintiff allegations include grading and landscaping, concrete flatwork, exterior 
cladding (3 types of siding, stone and brick veneer), wood decks, columns, trim, sheet 
metal, gutters, windows and sliding glass doors. There are also interior issues related to 
structural deficiencies at specific unit types, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing issues, 
as well as allegations of water intrusion at some windows and sliding glass doors. 
 
Investigation 
 
Document Review 
 
We have reviewed many sources of information for this project, including Average 
Construction’s Final Construction Defect Analysis (11/4/05, 163 pages) and Repair 
Specifications (7/21/06, 41 pages), NW Forensics’ Interior Architectural Investigation 
(4/27/06) and Structural Analysis (7/6/06), FTR Engineers’ Preliminary Report (4/27/06), 
HUF Construction’s Preliminary Report (6/10/05), Siding Builders’ Investigative 
Inspection Report (8/4/06), and Precision Construction’s Cost Estimate (7/27/06). In 
addition, we have reviewed construction documentation including plans, contract 
information, and accounting summaries. 
 
Observations 
 
Our initial on-site investigation included visual inspection of all building exteriors and 10 
interiors (21%). We also attended visual inspections of the attics of two additional units. 
 
EXTERIORS: The detailing from building to building is somewhat unique, most likely 
due to the volume of contractors associated with these buildings as well as the change of 
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ownership midway through construction. All buildings appear to have some problems 
that will require repair, although not to the extent that has been called for by the plaintiff 
experts. The project has 324 total windows and sliding glass doors. Of these, 136 have 
trim, lack any protective overhang above, lack head flashing and will require repair. Due 
to the repairs, the buildings will require complete re-painting. The most significant 
exterior issues causing damage are related to the “dead valleys” above front elevation 
entries (pictured below), window trim, and damage to other trim such as that at exposed 
entry doors.  
 
INTERIORS: We observed potential leakage at 4 locations (3 windows and 1 sliding 
glass door) in the 10 units inspected. This extrapolates to 15 windows and 5 sliding glass 
doors (approximately 5%). We observed drywall cracking and door racking at 2 units, 
possibly due to structural deflection or deficiencies at unsupported beams below; when 
combined with other project data, it appears that repairs extrapolate to 12 locations.  
Significant interior repairs will be warranted at these locations. The allegations related to 
the attics and under-floor areas appear to be location-specific, and are so far 
unsubstantiated in the plaintiff expert’s documentation. Some of the allegations related to 
plumbing and HVAC are technical violations of the applicable code, and although some 
repairs are required they are of limited consequence. 
 
PFCS Documents and Deliverables 
 
A. Executive Summary 

1. 5C Opinion Letter 
B. Plaintiff Information 

2. 3B Plaintiff Estimate Summary 
3. 5C Project Summary and Document Review 

C. Project Information 
4. 3C Unit Matrix 
5. 4C Trade Contractor Scope of Work Summary 
6. 4C Trade Contractor – Location Matrix 
7. Plans (11 x 17) 

D. Allocation 
8. 5E Allocation of Plaintiff Estimate by Trade 
9. 5E Allocation of Plaintiff Estimate by Contractor 

E. PFCS Work 
10. 5D Estimate 
11. 5D Allocation of PFCS Estimate 
12. 5E Issues – Location Matrix 
13. 5C Issues Summary Report 
14. 0B Document Index 
15. 5A Inspection Documentation 
16. 5C Scope of Repair 
17. 5D Quantity Take Off (QTO) by Building  
18. 5E Window Schedule 
20. 5C Investigation Recommendations 
21. 5C Inspection Request 
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Aerial Image 
 

 
Aerial Photograph: local.live.com 
 
Photographs 
 

 
Building T: Front Elevation 
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Analyzing Construction Defects  
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Date: April 25, 2007 
To: PFCS 
From: Pete Fowler Construction Services, Inc. 
Project: Analyzing Construction Defects Presentation 
Regarding: Back-Up Documents 

Note: For internal use only. No other use is allowed without written authorization. 
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7.   Issues-Locations Association & Analysis: ISSUES-LOCATIONS MATRIX 
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9.   Reflect, Hypothesize, Scrutinize & Repeat: ONE MINUTE SUMMARY 

 
10. Present: OPINION LETTER 

 



www.petefowler.com Cherry Blossom Homes v. David Development
Document Index

8/30/2010

# File Sec. Description Who Created Document Date Summary
1 3 David Development
2 3A Sequence Sheet David Development 10/20/2003 Lists each of the 38 buildings with elevation codes, unit codes, and lot numbers.
3 3A Subcontractor Matrix (Printed/Marked-up) David Development 8/23/2006 List of contact information for each sub.
4 3A Questionnaire Summary David Development 1/29/2009 Questionnaire given to 153 unit owners. 68 responses to 36 separate questions.
5 3A Job Cost Detail by Building David Development 5/26/2009 122-page list of costs per-building, per-subcontractor. Buildings are identified by 

"Business Unit" numbers which we will need to match up to actual buildings. Breaks out 
total costs per building. Grand total for the whole project was $9.67M. Not yet sure if this 
also includes unit interior costs (see below).

6 3A Job Cost Detail by Unit David Development 5/26/2009 179-page list of costs per-unit, per-subcontractor. Appears to only include unit-specific 
items (no siding, roofing, etc.). Total for all units is $2.36M.

7 3A Lot Groups David Development 5/26/2009 Job Master List matching up lot numbers to "Business Unit" numbers (useful for matching 
the "Job Cost Detail by Building" to specific units/addresses). Doesn't include pool house.

8 3A Unit Start/Completion Dates David Development 5/26/2009 Job Master List by David Development with start/complete dates for each unit (153 total).
9 3A Subcontractor Additional Insured Matrix David Development 6/2009 List of insurance information for each sub.

10 3A Closing Dates (PDF) David Development 6/18/2009 List of each homeowner and the closing date, including sales price.
11 3A Closing Dates (Excel) David Development N/A List of "CO Date" and Closing Date by address (CO Date is typically a couple days before 

Closing Date). Closings range from 7/2004 to 11/2006.
12 3C Geotechnical Engineering Report Earthineering 5/2/2003 This is a 127 page report including geotechnical testing results and building 

recommendations. Based on the analysis they recommend the buildings be supported on 
post-tensioned slab foundation systems. Graphs and charts are included as well as the 
definitions of the scientific terms.

13 4 Cherry Blossoms HOA
14 4B Notice of Claim Harrison, Hart & Hope 4/12/2009 Notice from plaintiff's attorney attaching the Mitchell and LJ Miller reports.
15 4C Preliminary Observation and Construction and 

Engineering Report
Observant Engineers 7/31/2008 5-page report. DT on 2/27/08. Provides a 3-page defect list (this has not been cross-

checked against LJ Miller list yet, and LJ Miller may have replaced Observant Engineers) 
Not sure if this is a PLTF expert, as the attorney they work for is not Benson & Assoc. 
(current PLTF ATY).

16 4C Preliminary Defect List LJ Miller 3/13/2009 Defect list is sorted into 10 categories (roofs, masonry, siding, doors, concrete, fire-
resistance, wallboard, flooring, miscellaneous architecture, and windows/SGDs). Based on 
2/09 inspections. Inspected "17 units and adjoining roofs". Contains 
extrapolations/percentages of units/defects observed. Uses a "15902-15932", etc. building 
naming scheme. PFCS' is ordered by lot number.

17 4C Initial Civil Engineering Investigations Mitchell Engineering 3/30/2009 Civil Engineering report related primarily to site drainage, grading, flatwork, and 
downspouts. Inspections in 1/09 and 2/09, no destructive testing. Includes large list of 
defects with locations, as well as black-and-white photographs. Uses same building 
numbers as PFCS.

18 4C Report on the Investigation of Sound Isolation 
Constructions

AB&C 4/6/2009 Tested 5 units for "field performance of wall construction." Used ASTM Standards (E336, 
E413, E1007, E989). Results are good: "Tested results are 5 to 7 points above the 
minimum standards."

09-195
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www.petefowler.com Cherry Blossom Homes v. David Development
Document Index

8/30/2010

# File Sec. Description Who Created Document Date Summary
19 6 Other Parties (Subcontractors)
20 6A1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Eco Carpet 9/30/2003 Scope: Carpet/Vinyl/Ceramic Tile Flooring. Contract: $358K.
21 6B1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Amy's Door & Window 10/31/2000 Scope: Windows/Screens/Patio Doors. Contract: $199K.
22 6C1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) BMW 6/14/2003 Scope: Doors, Trim & Hardware (Similar Scope to Custom Wood Int.) Contract: $146K.
23 6D1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Dale's Downspouts 4/29/2003 Scope: Roofing & Gutters/Downspouts. Contract: $66K (Gutters), N/A (Roof)
24 6E1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Arizona Countertops 7/8/2003 Scope: Countertops. Contract: Approx. $600/unit (no total cost).
25 6F1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) We Can Concrete 11/13/2002 Scope: Concrete, Dirt Work Grading, and Hauling. Contract: $946K.
26 6G1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Concrete Masters 1/29/2003 Scope: Post tension slab foundations. No Contract Price.
27 6H1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Carl's Custom Interiors 3/11/2004 Scope: Doors, Trim & Hardware (Similar Scope to BMW). No Contract Price.
28 6I1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Frank's Fine Grading 8/7/2006 Scope: Site Concrete. Contract: $27K.
29 6J1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Antelope Stone 11/7/2003 Scope: Slab Granite Countertops. No Contract Price.
30 6K1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Stuck-Up Caulking 4/8/2005 Scope: Caulking. No Contract Price.
31 6L1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Lana's Landscaping 3/11/2003 Scope: Landscaping/Irrigation. Contract: $355K.
32 6M1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) X&Y Paint 11/26/2002 Scope: Sheetrock/Painting (Interior & Exterior). Contract: $1.0M (Drywall), $315K 

(Painting).
33 6N1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Brothers Builders 11/24/2003 Scope: Framing (Incl. Trusses, beams, sheathing) & Siding/Trim. Contract: $4.2M. M&R 

originally had a framing division, then spun it off into a separate company as R&R.

34 6O1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Phoenix Heating & Air 1/2/03, 
12/1/03

Scope: HVAC. No Contract Price.

35 6P1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Phoenix Plumbing 1/2/2003 Scope: Plumbing (including Gas). Contract: $1.2M.
36 6Q1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Interstate Insulation 2/4/2004 Scope: Insulation/Firestopping. No Contract Price.
37 6R1 Job File (Contract, Scope of Work, Insurance) Tornado Masonry 9/11/2002 Scope: Brick Masonry. No Contract Price
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Project Plan Memo  

  

 
Date: February 16, 2009 
To: Keith Hart, Esq.  

Harrison, Hart & Hope, LLP 
4590 45th St. 
Anyplace, CA 
T: (951) 555-1444  F: (951) 555-1445 
khart@hhh.com 

From: Pete Fowler Construction Services, Inc. (PFCS) 
Project: Sharma v. XYZ Holdings 

PFCS Project #: 09-112 
Regarding: Project Plan Memo  
Note: Confidential Attorney-Client and Attorney Work Product. Protected under all applicable evidence codes. 

 
Dear Mr. Hart: 

 
We have compiled a list of our proposed activities for this project including a budget for time 
and costs. Upon completion of our initial investigation activities we will provide a revised 
Project Plan Memo with our updated actions for moving forward. We can revisit this plan 
with you at any time and adjust our plan as necessary in order to accommodate your specific 
needs for this project.   

 
Preparatory Work (Level 1):  

A. Images and Information Memo: A compilation of images and information from the 
internet.   

B. Preliminary Document Review and Analysis: Preliminary review of documents 
received (CD with approximately 14,000 documents).  

C. Document Index: 1-2 page listing of all the documents we have and are relying upon.   
D. Preliminary Issues List:  1-3 page summary of the issues as we understand them, 

collected from documents received to date. The issues list will be used as an outline 
for our inspection.  

E. Players List : Summary of people and respective entities that played important roles in 
the project. 

F. Visual Inspection Documentation / Analysis of PFCS Observations: Location by 
location review and summary of PFCS field observations compared to the allegations.  
Includes a day of visual inspections accompanied by written field notes, photographs, 
sketches and diagrams (preparation for and attendance at 2 day inspection 8-12 hours 
each day); and processing of electronic inspection documentation. 

G. Meeting Agenda/Minutes:  We will meet after the above items have been completed to 
discuss our recommended actions for moving forward.  Minutes will be distributed to 
all parties in attendance.  
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Preliminary Analysis (Level 2):  
A. Continue Document Review and Analysis: Continued analysis and review of 

documents received including additional documents.  
B. Timeline Document/Event Summary: A chronological list of key events/documents 

containing one sentence to one paragraph of summary information.  
C. Contract Summary: Summary of subcontractor’s obligations under the contract, 

including the scope of work.    
D. Issues-Discussion Matrix: 3-5 page spreadsheet with discussion of all issues being 

alleged.  
E. Project Summary Memo:  2-3 pages written plus 2-5 pages of inspection photographs 

with basic project information, summary of general inspection observations, but no 
opinions. Most of our clients find these helpful “orientation” documents for every 
project.  

 
Detailed Analysis (Level 3):  

A. Deposition Summary (ies): Formats include (1) a page-line summary or (2) paragraph 
format narrative.  

B. Detailed Issues Analysis: Detailed analysis of issues in report format. 
C. Preliminary Cost of Repair Estimate: A breakdown of project costs that can be 

performed at various levels of depth.   
D. Opinion Letter with Recommendations: 3-4 written pages discussing the alleged issues 

and our observations, conclusions, and recommendations. The letter will also include 
5-6 additional pages of inspection/testing photographs.  

E. Mediation Preparation & Attendance 
 
Final Expert Deposition and Trial Preparation (Level 4):  

FUTURE WORK TO BE DETERMINED, IF NECESSARY. 
 

 



www.petefowler.com Sharma v XYZ Holdings
Project Plan Budget

8/30/2010

Line Scope of Work / Deliverables Status Total Billed to Date Cost to Complete
Hours  Costs  Hours  Costs 

1 Level 1: Preparatory Work
2 A. Images & Information Memo D 1 $130.00 1 $130.00 $85.00 $45.00 
3 B. Preliminary Document Review and Analysis D 20 $2,600.00 20 $2,600.00 $2,080.00 $520.00 
4 C. Document Index D 8 $1,040.00 8 $1,040.00 $1,040.00 $0.00 
5 D. Preliminary Issues List D 8 $1,360.00 8 $1,360.00 $680.00 $680.00 
6 E. Players List D 4 $680.00 4 $680.00 $340.00 $340.00 
7 F. Visual Inspection & Documentation D 32 $5,440.00 32 $5,440.00 $2,720.00 $2,720.00 
8 G. Meeting Agenda/Minutes IP 4 $680.00 12 $2,040.00 $680.00 $1,360.00 
9 Level 1 Subtotal 77 $11,930.00 85 $13,290.00 $7,625.00 $5,665.00 

10 Level 2: Preliminary Analysis
11 A. Continue Document Review and Analysis IP 10 $1,300.00 12 $1,560.00 $1,040.00 $520.00 
12 B. Timeline Document/Event Summary IP 32 $4,160.00 32 $4,160.00 $2,080.00 $2,080.00 
13 C. Contract Summary IP 16 $2,080.00 16 $2,080.00 $1,040.00 $1,040.00 
14 D. Issues-Discussion Matrix IP 16 $2,720.00 16 $2,720.00 $1,360.00 $1,360.00 
15 E. Project Summary Memo IP 12 $1,560.00 12 $1,560.00 $520.00 $1,040.00 
16 Level 2 Subtotal 86 $11,820.00 88 $12,080.00 $6,040.00 $6,040.00 
17 Level 3: Analysis
18 A. Deposition Summary TBC 24 $3,120.00 24 $3,120.00 $0.00 $3,120.00 
19 B. Detailed Issue Analysis TBC 16 $2,080.00 20 $2,600.00 $0.00 $2,600.00 
19 C. Preliminary Cost of Repair Estimate TBC 24 $4,080.00 24 $4,080.00 $0.00 $4,080.00 
20 D. Opinion Letter with Recommendations TBC 16 $2,080.00 16 $2,080.00 $0.00 $2,080.00 
21 E. Mediation Attendance TBC 12 $2,040.00 12 $2,040.00 $0.00 $2,040.00 
22 Level 3 Subtotal 92 $13,400.00 96 $13,920.00 $0.00 $13,920.00 
23
23 Levels 4 & 5: Detailed and Final Analysis
24 Future work, including expert deposition and trial preparation TBD
26
27 Total 255 $37,150.00 269 $39,290.00 $13,665.00 $25,625.00 
28 D = Deliverable Completed
28 IP = In Progress
28 TBC = To Be Completed
30 TBD = To Be Determined

 Original Plan  Current Plan 

09-112
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Contract Summary 

  

 
 
Project Number: 06-17A 
Project Name: King v Kong Construction 
Project Address: 1526 South Forest Avenue, San Diego, CA 90005 
Insured: Kong Construction Co. 
Trade: GC 
Attorney: Edward Buckley, Esq. T: (585) 555-5555 F: (585) 555-5556 
Analyst: OR 
Date: August 24, 2006 
 
Contract Data 
 
Contract Date: June 15, 2004 
Contract Number: None given 
General Contractor: Kong Construction Company 
Subcontractor: NA 
Trade: GC 
Location of Work: San Diego, CA 
Construction Plans: Yes 
Tract Number: 7966 
Scope of Work: 1. Plan for BA/Laundry Remodel  

2. Permits  
3. Demo (KIT, Laundry, BA1, BA2, Existing Addition)  
4. Drywall (KIT, Laundry, BA1, BA2)  
5. Rough Plumbing (KIT, Laundry, BA1, BA2)  
6. Framing (Other than Roof. At BA1)  
7. Door @ Laundry  
8. Tile Backer (BA1)  
9. Finish Plumbing (install tub and bath fixtures at BA2)  
10. Shower Pan (BA2)  
11. Tile Shower (At BA2. Tile supplied by owner)  
12. Tile Floor (At BA2. Tile supplied by owner)  
13. Plumbing Service (under house to street)  
14. Roof Sheathing  
15. Roof and Sheet Metal  
16. Insulation (at Existing Addition)  
17. Stucco (at Existing Addition. Plus patch at windows – 

see below)  
18. Windows (remove, rework, supply and install new, 

patch plaster) 
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Contract Data 
CONTINUED 
 
Payment Schedule: 1. At Execution $13,663.00 

2. Demo $8,827.00 
3. Drywall $8,827.00 
4. Roof $8,827.00 
5. Rough Plumbing $8,827.00 
6. Windows$ 8,827.00 
7. Final Payment $8,831.00 

Contract Signed: Oscar Meyer and H.O.’s James Cornwall,  Nicole Banner 
Contract Amount: $66,629.00 
Change Order Amounts:  Total: $ 41,180.00 
Revised Contract Amt: $ 107, 809.00 
Project Type: Single family residential home 
Year Built: 1946 
Code Year: UBC 1997 (for remodel) 
Remodel Locations: Kitchen, Laundry, Bathroom 1, Bathroom 2, Roof and Addition 
 
Change Orders 
 
Change Order #1: $2,970.00: Install two openable skylights in rear bedroom; Cut holes 

in ceiling, frame opening, drywall, tape. Leave ready for paint.  

Change Order #2 $2, 100.00: upgrade front windows to wood, total of 8 windows. 
Windows to be paint grade. 

Change Order #3 Dated 6/30/04, $650.00: Replace +/- 130’ of damaged 1 x 8 wood at 
roof. Install (3) dormers for increased roof ventilation. 

Change Order #4 Dated 8/9/04, $3,400.00: Rework existing closets in bedroom & 
hallway. Remove wall in bedroom dividing closets, to create 1 large 
closet. Demo hallway closet wall & move in +/- 18” to make hallway 
closet smaller. Frame-in new walls and headers. Drywall, tape & 
finish to leave ready for paint. Install sliding glass doors into new 
opening. 

Change Order #5 Dated 8/11/04, $3,850.00: Additional framing required to bring 
existing framing (completed by others) at rear room addition up to 
current building codes & to pass inspection by City of S.D. Addition 
work completed by others is not currently up to building codes. 

Change Order #6 Dated 8/11/04, $1,750.00: Remove additional plaster from walls in 
(2) bathrooms & in Laundry room. Remove ceiling in bedroom& 
wall in kitchen. Haul away all debris. Install drywall & finish. 

Change Order #7 DELETED 
Change Order #8 Dated 8/11/04, $4,800.00: Additional drywall in separate areas 

throughout house. Tape and finish, ready for paint. 
 



www.petefowler.com Millhouse Condominiums
Issues List w- References

4/16/2007

Line Code Item Description / Discussion
NW 

Consulting
Notice of 
Defects

1 07-30 Roofing
2 A Rake metal flashing is missing X
3 B Damaged shingles X
4 C Exposed fasteners X
5 D Roof and roof flashings improperly installed X
6 07-47 Siding
7 A Corroding fasteners X
8 B Siding in contact with concrete X
9 C Siding in contact with grade X

10 D Cracked siding X
11 E Staple fasteners are exposed X
12 F Staple fasteners in an "over fastening pattern" X
13 G Shingle side laps are 1" or less X
14 H Insufficient lap of shingles X
15 I WEB is exposed X
16 J Shingles loose or missing X

17
K Shingles are improperly sealed at horizontal flashings at window 

heads and belly band.
X

18 L Siding improperly installed X
19 07-61 Flashing and Sheet Metal
20 A Code required head flashing missing at window head X
21 B Code required head flashing missing at front entry doors X
22 C Code required head flashing missing at garage doors X
23 D Reverse lap of Z flashing with WRB at window head X
24 E Damaged Z flashing - nails driven through horizontal surface X
25 F Flashing improperly installed X
26 07-92 Joint sealants
27 A Backer rod omitted X
28 B Joint dimensions are not consistent with industry guidelines X
29 C Sealant is missing at utility penetrations X
30 D Sealant is missing at termination of siding to trim boards X
31 E Sealing/caulking improperly installed X
32 08-50 Windows
33 A Reverse lap of flexible flashing at the bottom nailing flanges X
34 B WRB reverse lapped over the flexible flashing at the window sill X
35 C Flexible flashing omitted at window X

07-12W
5C Millhouse_Issues List 07-04-12 unnamed.xls

For Mediation Purposes only.
Protected under all applicable codes. Page 1 of 1



www.petefowler.com Camden v Continental
Unit Matrix

4/16/2007

# Homeowner Addr. Street Development Tract Lot Seq Plan NOC
NOC 
Filed

Orig. 
HO

COE 
Date

Original 
COE Date Insp. By Date DT Notes

39 Pastino 20789 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 2 11 3BR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/29/99
40 Smith 20793 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 3 11 4C 06/14/99 06/24/99 N 04/05/01 07/22/99

Smith
41 McAmber 20797 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 4 11 2AR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/22/99 PK 01.045-083 06/23/05 N
42 Hoshen 20805 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 5 11 3CR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/30/99 PK 01.120-159 06/23/05 N
43 Bennett 20813 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 6 11 4BR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/26/99
44 Suess 20852 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 21 11 1AR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 08/03/99
45 Castle 20861 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 12 11 2CR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/29/99
46 Medusa 20867 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 13 11 4C 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/30/99 MP 01.017-046 03/11/05 Y
47 Santorini 20868 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 19 11 3CR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 08/06/99
48 George 20877 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 14 11 3AR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/29/99
49 Brigss 20878 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 18 11 2B 06/14/99 06/24/99 N 01/16/04 07/30/99

Barber
50 Blake 20886 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 17 11 4AR 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/30/99 PK 01.001-044 06/23/05 N
51 Royter 20893 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 16 11 4B 06/14/99 06/24/99 Y 07/30/99
52 O'Neal 20898 Golden Rain Rd. Moon Ridge III 22653-5 61 12 3B 07/28/99 08/02/99 Y 10/26/99
53 Reynolds 8986 Goshen Ct. Moon Ridge 22653-5 54 M 4A 08/05/97 10/28/97 Y 10/30/99
54 Villacres 8998 Goshen Ct. Moon Ridge 22653-5 56 M 2C 08/05/97 10/28/97 Y 06/29/99 PK 01.084-119 06/23/05 N
55 Moody 8748 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 29 7 4B 09/21/98 10/14/98 N 09/30/02 11/17/98

Davis
56 Robinson 8840 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 37
57 Juniper 8849 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 71 3 4A 02/23/98 03/10/98 Y 03/30/98 PK 01.160-204 06/23/05 N
58 Mortiman 8859 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 70 3 2A 02/23/98 03/10/98 Y 03/25/98
59 Feeney 8870 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 40 3 2B 02/23/98 03/10/98 N 07/29/03 03/31/98 

Rander
60 Quertory 8880 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 41 2 4AR 12/18/97 01/12/98 y 01/21/98
61 Stevenson 8908 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 44
62 Ragu 8923 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 68 2 2AR 12/18/97 01/12/98 Y 01/07/98 RR 01.001-049 06/23/05 N
63 Dayton 8947 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 66
64 Shah 8966 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge 22653-5 50 1 4A 08/05/97 10/28/97 Y 11/26/97
65 Morris 8978 Greenlawn St. Moon Ridge III 22653-5 52 12 4B 07/28/99 08/02/99 Y 08/20/99
66 Mansfield 20824 Hartsdale Dr. Moon Ridge III 22653-3 58 8 1A 11/23/98 12/23/98 Y 12/23/98
67 Veruca 20825 Hartsdale Dr. Moon Ridge 22653-5 101 6 4A 08/20/98 09/09/98 N 11/29/01 09/25/98

Hall
68 Quentino 20850 Hartsdale Dr. Moon Ridge 22653-5 19 6 4A 08/20/98 09/09/98 Y 09/18/98
69 Samuel 20880 Hartsdale Dr. Moon Ridge 22653-5 23 6 3A 08/20/98 09/09/98 Y 09/22/98
70 Parker 20689 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 2 2 2AR 03/04/96 03/12/96 Y 04/30/96
71 Anton 20717 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 34
72 Nelson 20735 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 36 MP 01.124-125 03/11/05 N No DT / inspection 

performed.

73 Trail 20736 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 92
74 Corriander 20750 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 90 3 3B 04/23/96 05/06/96 Y 05/15/96
75 Berry 20789 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 81 4 3CR 06/21/96 08/02/96 N 04/23/03 09/18/96 

Martin
76 Davis 20797 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 82 4 2AR 06/21/96 08/02/96 Y 04/24/97
77 Randall 20798 Hillsdale Rd. Sun Ridge 22653-4 84

05-16T
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www.petefowler.com Ariadne v Minos
PLTF Estimate Summary-Overview

8/30/2010

Line Defect Cost Total
1 A PLTF Estimate Summary Buildings    12,339,264.00 
2 B PLTF Estimate Summary-Site      2,494,690.00 
3 C PLTF Estimate Summary-Unit      1,364,583.00 
4 Total    16,198,537.00 
5
6 Figures from Cost to Repair by Theseus Development/Consulting 1/17/07
7 Cost to Repair Report also includes quantity takeoff figures

05-428
2F Plaintiff Estimate Summary.xls

For mediation purposes only.
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www.petefowler.com Ariadne v Minos
PLTF Estimate Summary-Buildings

8/30/2010

Line Defect Quanity Unit Unit Cost Subtotal/Cost Total
1 A Exterior Elements       2,637,812.00 
2 1 Replace Siding 197,696 SF                  6.00   1,186,176.00 
3 2 Deck Supports: Beams and Posts 142 Each           1,200.00      170,400.00 
4 3 Deck Surface 23,494 SF                24.00      563,856.00 
5 4 Railings 4,754 LF                55.00      261,470.00 
6 5 Gutters and Downspouts 6,720 LF                  3.00        20,160.00 
7 6 Remove and replace light fixtures 474 Each                75.00        35,550.00 
8 7 Divider Cap 1,000 LF                  3.00          3,000.00 
9 8 Windows and Patio Doors (reset) 1 LS       313,200.00      313,200.00 

10 9 Door Pans 210 Each              400.00        84,000.00 
11 B Plumbing       1,866,000.00 
12 10 Interior Water Supply 58 L.U.           6,000.00      348,000.00 
13 11 Waste Piping 62 L.U.           6,000.00      372,000.00 
14 12 Waste Piping 96 L.U.           7,000.00      672,000.00 
15 13 Wall Repair and Painting 158 L.U.           3,000.00      474,000.00 
16 C Mold Remediation       2,663,545.00 
17 14 Inspection and Testing 1 Allow       156,445.00      156,445.00 
18 15 Occupant Relocation 79 L.U.           7,950.00      628,050.00 
19 16 Isolation Ltd. Remediation 150,000 SF                  8.50   1,275,000.00 
20 17 Unit Restoration 150,000 SF                  6.00      900,000.00 
21 Adjustment for Unit Owner's Responsibility (10%) -10%     2,959,495.00    (295,950.00)
22 D Electrical Repair          166,750.00 
23 18 Correct Main Panels to code compliance 23 Each           1,100.00        25,300.00 
24 19 Rebuild access to meters to code 11 Each              650.00          7,150.00 
25 20 Increase service capacity for W/D 158 Each              850.00      134,300.00 
26 E Rot Repair Allowance          494,240.00 
27 21 Siding: 10% of exterior siding 19,770 SF 25      494,240.00 
28 F Subtotal       7,828,347.00 
29 22 Project Cost Increases over 2 years at 6% 6% LS    7,828,347.00      469,701.00 
30 Subtotal      8,298,048.00 
31 23 Contigency at 12% 12% LS    8,298,048.00      995,766.00 
32 24 Job Expense, General Contractors, $25k/month for 

24 months
24 Months          25,000.00      600,000.00 

33 Subtotal      9,893,814.00 
34 25 Insurance (1.10%) 1.10% LS    9,893,814.00      108,832.00 
35 Subtotal    10,002,646.00 
36 26 GC Overhead and Fee (20%) 20% Each  10,002,646.00   2,000,529.00 
37 Subtotal    12,003,175.00 
38 27 Owner's Representative / Consultants (2.5% each) 2.50% Each   12,003,175.00      300,079.00 
39 28 Permits (.3% each) 3% Each 12003175        36,010.00 
40 Total     12,339,264.00 
41
42 Figures from Cost to Repair by Theseus Development/Consulting 1/17/07
43 Cost to Repair Report also includes quantity takeoff figures

05-428
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www.petefowler.com Ariadne v Minos
PLTF Estimate Summary-Site

8/30/2010

Line Defect Quanity Unit Unit Cost Cost Total
1 A Common Elements    1,414,505.00 
2 1 Irrigation 1 Allow       25,000.00      25,000.00 
3 2 Paving Repair 1 LS     249,366.00    249,366.00 
4 3 Curbs 1,700 LF                4.07        6,919.00 
5 4 Siewalks and Paths 1 LS       22,000.00      22,000.00 
6 5 Domestic water lines meter to unit 2,010 LF              60.00    120,600.00 
7 6 Sanitary waste unit to city lines 1 LS     263,100.00    263,100.00 
8 7 Storm drains 1 LS     227,520.00    227,520.00 
9 8 Pool repair 1 Allow       25,000.00      25,000.00 

10 9 Site lighting 50 Each            200.00      10,000.00 
11 10 Drainage installation and repair / Exterior 

waterproofing
62 Each          7,500.00    465,000.00 

12 B Subtotal    1,499,375.00 
13 11 Project Cost Increases over 2 years at 6% 6% LS  1,414,505.00      84,870.00 
14 Subtotal   2,087,250.00 
15 12 Contigency at 20% 20% LS  1,499,375.00    299,875.00 
16 13 Job Expense, General Contractors, $12k/month for 24 

months
24 Months        12,000.00    288,000.00 

17 Subtotal   2,110,210.00 
18 14 Insurance (1.10%) 1.10% LS  2,087,250.00      22,960.00 
19 Subtotal   2,426,742.00 
20 15 GC Overhead and Fee (15%) 15% Each  2,110,210.00    316,532.00 
21 Subtotal   2,494,690.00 
22 16 Owner's Representative / Consultants (2.5% each) 2.5% Each  2,426,742.00      60,669.00 
23 17 Permits (.3% each) 0.30% Each   2,426,742.00        7,280.00 
24 Total    2,494,690.00 
25
26 Figures from Cost to Repair by Theseus Development/Consulting 1/17/07
27 Cost to Repair Report also includes quantity takeoff figures
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www.petefowler.com Ariadne v Minos
PLTF Estimate Summary-Unit

8/30/2010

Line Defect Quanity Unit Unit Cost Cost Total
1 A Mold Remediation       295,950.00 
2 1 See "Mold Remediation Cost" Approx. 10% assigned 

to unit owner's elements under the Declaration
     295,950.00 

3 B Sound Attentuation    1,006,590.00 

4 2 Party Wall - One side and ceiling 101,520 SF                  7.00      710,640.00 
5 C Subtotal    1,066,985.00 
6 3 Project Cost Increases over 2 years at 6% 6% LS   1,006,590.00        60,395.00 
7 Subtotal   1,173,683.00 
8 4 Contigency at 10% 10% LS   1,066,985.00      106,698.00 
9 5 Job Expense, General Contractors, $25k/month for 24 

months
0 Months         25,000.00                    -   

10 Subtotal   1,186,594.00 
11 6 Insurance (1.10%) 1.10% LS   1,173,683.00        12,911.00 
12 Subtotal   1,364,583.00 
13 7 GC Overhead and Fee (15%) 15% Each    1,186,594.00      177,989.00 
14 Total    1,364,583.00 
15
16 Figures from Cost to Repair by Theseus Development/Consulting 1/17/07
17 Cost to Repair Report also includes quantity takeoff figures
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www.petefowler.com Autumn Hills
Issues - Locations Matrix

4/16/2007

Line Code # Contract Requirement Issue 2 7 11 18 20
1 00-730 General Requirements None

E General Requirements require clean-up Debris remains on-site from re-siding work X X
3 02-070 Selective Demolition 
4 B Protect items for re-installation Doorbell wires exposed and/or doorbells missing: re-

installation incomplete.
X X X

5 06-100 Rough Carpentry
6 A Repair rot damage not already identified in the Scope of Work Rotten structural post at entry landing X

D Separated joint at trim / fascia X
8 07-460 Siding - New fiber-cement to match existing trim
9 D Siding requires 1/4" starter strip at bottom Siding closer to grade or concrete than specifications allow X X X X X

10 G Electrical meter cover box made of siding to match Electrical meter cover box made of siding to match were not 
installed.

X X X X X

11 K Fasteners set too deep shall receive sealant with sealant bead 
flush with surface

Overdriven fasteners not sealed per specification X X X

12 L Per manufacturer's recommendations Siding in contact with grade X X X
13 M Per manufacturer's recommendations Siding in contact with concrete X X X X

N Per manufacturer's recommendations Siding in contact with roofing X X X
O Non-conforming work Incomplete or unworkmanlike electrical meter installation. X X X X

16 07-620 Flashing & Sheetmetal
17 A All required flashing included Deck flashing missing at front elevation entry decks and  back 

elevation private decks
X X X X X

18 D SM to conform with Copper and Brass Research Assn. 
standards

Head flashings do not reach or run past end of trim (flashing 
is cut short).

X X

19 F Metal flashings at heads of windows and doors Missing head flashing at entry storage room doors X X X X X
20 G Install kick-out flashings No kick-out flashings were installed X X X X X
21 H Downspouts to be reinstalled, replaced damaged ones to 

match existing
Lack of gutters at chimney caps causing ground cover to 
splash into siding

X X X X X

22 I Downspouts connected to existing underground drain system Side elevation down spouts at shed roof drain to grade 
without splash-blocks.

X X X X X

23 J Gutters must terminate a minimum of 1/2" from vertical wall Gutters terminate closer than 1/2" from wall X X X X X

24 K Not specified in contract Small penetrations like light blocks and vents are not flashed X X X X X

25 L Not specified in contract Overflowing gutters causing ground cover to splash into 
siding.

X X X X X

26 07-920 Joint Sealants 
27 A Seal all penetrations Unsealed penetrations in wall (cable TV wires) X X X X X
28 D Joint dimensions per SWRI Sealant Waterproofing and 

Restoration Institute
The sealant joints do not appear to conform with 
manufacturer's or industry guidelines

X X X X X

29 F Seal at sills, surrounds, thresholds, openings, vents, doors, 
windows, lights, protrusions, dissimilar materials

Lack of complete sealant at 2 windows on Right Elevation of 
building 7 and a failing joints at siding on building 18

X X

30 09-900 Painting - Exterior painting is not in this contract
31 B Topcoats - By others Missing paint / trim is primed only X
32 99-999 Other Issues
33 A Not specified in contract Shed roof with improper transition off rake to trim X
34 B Not specified in contract Attic vent in wall is open (missing louvers) X
35 C Miscellaneous Issue Loose guardrail fasteners X X X
36 D Not specified in contract Standing water / possibly inadequate site drainage X X
37 Note: See "Contract Requirements" worksheet for missing issue numbers / letters

Building

07-13P
5E Autumn Hills_Issues List 07-02-27.xls
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www.petefowler.com  Territory v Alliance Development-Rancho Manzita
Issues List with Discussion

4/16/2007

# Issue Description Photo Ref. Comments
1 1.0 Asphalt Concrete

There are multiple locations in the driveway where the asphalt is broken up and subsiding.  
There are areas of ponding and at some locations a 6" subsidence was noted.

TH 01.27-32
TH 01.38
TH 01.49-50
TH 01.71

The South driveway was tested and it lacks perfect conformance with design 
and contract specification of 2 1/2" over 4.2". The asphalt is also failing in 
areas that the contract design was met. The design is insufficient for the 
intended use. The contract was substantially met. The contractors substantially 
complied with the contract requirements.

2 1.1 Area of ponding near entry drive approximately 14' x 8' x 6" deep. (grey area close to gate - has 
been repaired)

Specifics will be discussed by Kluger

3 1.2 As much as 1.5" subsidence at walkway near gate. Specifics will be discussed by Kluger
4 1.3 Asphalt exhibits ponding at numerous locations. Specifics will be discussed by Kluger
5 1.4 "Alligator" cracking of asphalt throughout. Specifics will be discussed by Kluger
6 1.5 New areas of asphalt cracking and subsidence appear periodically. Per Frank Winchell deposition "I actually don't even know what that means as 

I read it. So it's not written very clearly. I think maybe a better wording may 
have been additional areas of asphalt cracking and subsidence appear 
throughout or something. Because I was only out there the one day that I had 
no way to quantify that it's changed from one month to the next or whatever. 

7 1.6 Some areas have been repaired by outside contractor. We only know of the repairs in 2006 and those referred to generally by the VP 
/ General Manager in his deposition.

8
9 2.0 Portland Cement Concrete Service Bay Driveways TH 01.13-14, 

TH 01.17-21
10 2.1 Recent evidence of cracking in multiple locations The allegation is vague. 
11 2.2 Service drive concrete vertical displacement as much as 1.25". This is at the front south west corner where the concrete which is distressed 

does not match remainder of concrete visually or when core testing was 
completed (lower psi per Reynolds).

12 2.3 Service drive concrete cracked with widths as much as 0.25". This is at the front south west corner where the concrete which is distressed 
does not match remainder of concrete visually or when core testing was 
completed (lower psi per Reynolds).

13 2.4 Service drive concrete deflects noticeably when vehicles pass over. No documentation. Only verbal testimony. Structural plan details show 
concrete aprons with dowelled connection at intersection with main building. 
No evidence to prove this was not built per plan. 

14 2.5 Water splashes through control joints when vehicles pass over. No documentation. Only verbal testimony. Structural plan details show 
concrete aprons with dowelled connection at intersection with main building. 
No evidence to prove this was not built per plan. 

15
16 3.0 Electric Gate TH 01.09-12
17 3.1 Concrete surrounding gate track cracked and spalled Concrete is in poor condition. Not clear who placed concrete.
18 3.2 Gate does not fully open The gate was re-configured from the installation depicted on the plans
19 3.3 Gate metal track bent Agree.
20 3.4 The gate operates only manually due to damage to the gate runner and track Repair is required. 
21
22 per William Jackson labeled "printed 12/18/2006 5:55 PM" at right bottom of page

 05-52A
 5E Territory v Alliance_ Issues List w Discussion 07-04-09 unnamed.xls
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www.petefowler.com T: 949.240.9971
 

5. Discussion of Issues 
 
1.0 Decks 
 
A. Investigative Costs 

• Plaintiff costs for 30 units: $60,432.75 
• No costs are required due to work by D&J Construction. 

 
B. Replace Deck 

• Plaintiff calls for this repair at 21 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff costs for 21 units: $88,111.95 
• Plaintiff repair includes removal and replacement of deck including concrete 

piers, railings, stringers, framing, decking, priming, and painting. 
• Plaintiff has photos of this issue at 25 of 126 units. 
• This issue is not addressed in the PLTF Structural Engineering Limited Report. 
• Decking is generally a Trex or synthetic material and the deck railings are of 

wood. 
• PFCS feels that the condition of the decks is typical for a home of this age. 
• No repair is required due to work by D&J Construction. 

 
2.0 Doors 
 
A. Investigative Costs 

• Plaintiff costs for 124 units: $12,498.37 
• No costs are required due to work by D&J Construction. 

 
B. Jambs and casing, cracked, or delaminated or otherwise damaged 

• Plaintiff calls for this repair at 103 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff costs for 103 units: $410,077.76 
• Plaintiff repair includes removal and replacement of damaged casing and door 

jamb with new pine materials, priming, and painting. 
• Plaintiff has photos of this issue at 73 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff photos included notes to “re-nail” the casings. 
• This item is not addressed in the PLTF Structural Engineering Limited Report. 
• The cracking at the jambs and casings is typical for a home of this age.  
• Fit and finish, maintenance issue. 
• D&J Construction’s contract specifically excludes doors and windows 
• No repair is required due to work by D&J Construction.  

 
3.0 Drywall 
 
A. Ceiling or wall repairs due to reconstruction or damage. 

• Plaintiff calls for this repair at all 126 units. 
• Plaintiff costs for 126 units: $1,430,473.13 
• Plaintiff repair includes relocation of furniture followed by drywall repair (re-

screw, tape, mud, and sand), priming, painting, and texturing the wall. 
• Plaintiff has photos of this issue at 92 of 126 units. 
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• Aside from the cracks listed in item 3B, PFCS found no other damaged drywall. 
• There is some (although limited) damage related to window leaks and plumbing 

leaks but not directly attributed to framing. 9 of the homes related to this issue 
have roof leaks. 

• No repair is required due to work by D&J Construction. 
 
B. Cracks 

• Plaintiff calls for this repair at 95 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff costs for 95 units: $72,730.95 
• Plaintiff repair includes relocation of furniture followed by fixing and taping each 

crack up to 10-feet long, priming, and painting. 
• Plaintiff has photos of this issue at 63 of 126 units. 
• PFCS found some very minor cracking, with the majority occurring at corner 

beads and window corners. 
• Building movement is expected.  
• No excessive gypsum wall board cracking observed by PFCS. 
• No evidence to support the claim that this was caused by framing issues.  
• Fit and finish issue typically with one year warranty. 
• Painting would solve the vast majority of the interior drywall crack, Those units 

that have been repainted at the interior have limited or no drywall cracks.  
• Per review of first 10 homes in Plaintiff matrix (sorted by house number): 

Estimate cracking at each home: 2”, 3”, 14”, 10”, 3”, 10”, 30”, 3”, 3”, 10”. 
Average of 8-10” per home. Cracks are an even mix of window corners 
(somewhat common), ceiling-to-wall interfaces (very common), and doorway 
arches. Corner bead cracks at several locations, but not too common. 

• No repair is required due to work by D&J Construction. 
 
C. Investigative Costs 

• Plaintiff Costs for 126 units: $43,838,66 
• No costs are required due to work by D&J Construction. 

 
4.0 Fireplace and Chimney 
 
A. Firebox – Inadequate clearance of wood members 

• Plaintiff calls for this repair at 71 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff costs for 71 units: $293,396.69 
• Plaintiff repair includes demolition and replacement of the chimney structure, 

including framing, in addition to stucco removal and replacement at the exterior. 
• Plaintiff has photos of this issue at 8 of 126 units. 
• Plaintiff photos indicate that a 1" clearance from combustible material has been 

met. 
• Clearance of wood framing members to the firebox is governed by 

manufacturer’s specifications and typical instructions for a zero clearance 
fireplace. (Superior and Majestic)  Typical rough opening clearance tolerances 
runs from allow for ¾’, ½”, to 0”at the side and rear of the firebox. 

• No damage has been observed.  
• This issue would generally be the responsibility of the fireplace installer, when 

found.  
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P e t e  F o w l e r  
CONSTRUCTION  
S e r v i c e s ,  I n c .  

One Minute Summary 

  

 
Date: January 1, 2007 
To: FILE 
From: Pete Fowler Construction Services, Inc. 
Project: Tuscan Heights v. Zap Construction 
Regarding: One Minute Summary  
Note: Confidential Attorney-Client and Attorney Work Product. Protected under all applicable evidence codes. 

 
 
1. BIG PICTURE OF THE PROJECT: (What, Where, How Big, When, Who) 

The project is an eight unit condominium complex in Pasadena, CA.  The complex was built in 
the 1960's. The units are contained in two wood framed buildings with stucco clad exterior 
walls and low sloped roofs. The roof of the larger building (A) is approximately 7,300 square 
feet (SF) and the roof of the smaller building (B) is approximately 2,500 SF.   
 
2. CLIENT'S ROLE IN THE BIG PICTURE: (Who, What, When, Where, How Much) 
HOA (this is a PLTF case).  
 
3. WHY ARE WE HERE? ISSUES: (Who, What, When, Where, Why, How, How Much) 
Repipe Gurus, Inc. was hired by the HOA to re-pipe both buildings in Feb. 2005 for $27,353. 
Repipe Gurus did not complete all of the work, and additionally, routed the pipes over and 
through the roofs causing water intrusion in the units. The HOA is looking to PFCS for a 
report and estimate to aid in moving them from their current situation to the most rapid and 
cost effective solution. Including (a) remove pipes from the roof; (b) remove and replace roofs; 
(c) complete the work not completed (see proposal from David E. Koch dated 5/706); (d) mold 
and/or possible asbestos issues; and (e) repair all finishes. The HOA has spent almost $30,000 
in temporary repairs so far.  
 
4. WHAT HAS PFCS DONE? (Who, What, When, Where, How Much) 

Inspection by PFCS. Document review, organization and summary. Initial Analysis delivered. 
Per PF TCW with attorney they want materials to move the project from where it is to where 
they want to be. We believe the work required to remove and replace the bad work by Repipe, 
repair the damages and replace the roof will be in excess of $150,000.  
 
5. WHAT SHOULD PFCS DO? (What, Who, When, How Much, Why, How) 

See Project Plan. Finish 5C OPINION LETTER and 5D ESTIMATE. Ship along with 5E 
ISSUES LIST and 5A INSPECTION DOCUMENTS.  
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Opinion Letter 

  

 
Date: January 22, 2007 
To: Franklin Jones, Esq.  (E: franklin.jones@jonesandconrad.com) 

Ernest Conrad, Esq.  (E: ernest.conrad@ jonesandconrad.com) 
Jones & Conrad PC  
P.O. Box 5698 
Portland, OR 97284 

From: Pete Fowler Construction Services, Inc. 
Project: Forest Villas v Trans Pacific  

PFCS # 06-28T 
Regarding: Opinion Letter 
Note: Confidential Attorney-Client and Attorney Work Product. Protected under all applicable evidence codes. 

 
Dear Mr. Jones and Mr. Conrad: 
 
The following is a brief summary of our understanding of the project. If there are any 
assumptions we have made that are incorrect, please let us know as soon as possible. 
 
Project Summary 
 
Your client is Trans Pacific, the developer of Forest Villas, a project of 33 townhomes 
located in Woodacres, WA. The homes were constructed in two phases, Phase I in 1998 
and Phase II from 1999-2001, as twenty buildings with one to four units per building. 
The buildings are all two-story structures with wood framing and raised foundations with 
crawlspaces. The buildings have sloped asphalt shingle roofs and a single-ply roofing 
membrane in the valley between the units. The exterior walls are a mix of three types of 
siding material and two types of veneer. Many of the vinyl windows and sliding doors 
have perimeter trim.  
 
The original developer of the project was Superior Custom Homes. Trans Pacific 
purchased Superior before completion and took over the project. Documentation shows 
that Superior began but did not complete work on lots 10-33 (Phase I). Development of 
lots 1-9 (Phase II) was performed in whole by Trans Pacific, who also completed Phase I. 
Based on our review of various accounting and construction documents, it appears the 
contractors who worked on Phase I and II varied for most of the trades. Of the 54 total 
contractors, only 4 appear to have worked on 100% of the units. For a complete list of 
contractors, scopes of work, and description of the units worked on, please see PFCS 
document 4C Trade Contractor Scope of Work. 
 
The plaintiffs have alleged numerous construction defect issues related primarily to 
exterior building walls, structural framing and mechanical issues. The plaintiffs’ repair 
estimate is $1.8 million plus $375,000.00 for design and consulting; the total demand is  
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$3.8 million. The plaintiffs’ expert team includes Average Construction Services as the 
lead expert, NW Forensics Investigations for architectural and structural issues, FTR 
Engineers for mechanical issues, and HUF Construction.  
 
Pete Fowler Construction Services, Inc. (PFCS) has reviewed and analyzed documents 
from other parties, inspected the exteriors of all buildings and 10 unit interiors (21%), and 
composed numerous documents (listed below). We have compiled a complete package 
including identification of repairs at specific locations for all building exteriors, 
extrapolated repairs for the unit interiors, and a detailed construction cost estimate.  
 
Our analysis of the total costs required to repair deficiencies at the project total 
approximately $725,000 (versus plaintiff’s $3.1 million). Of the plaintiff’s more than 100 
allegations, we believe approximately 30 issues are legitimate, 10 of which constitute 
almost 90% of the total costs. These issues include: painting, vertical panel siding, 
structural repairs at a specific Phase I plan type (12 units), installation of flashings at 136 
exposed windows and sliding glass doors with trim, miscellaneous plumbing repairs at all 
units, and various other flashing repairs at siding transitions.  
 
Plaintiff Issues / Allegations 
 
Specific plaintiff allegations include grading and landscaping, concrete flatwork, exterior 
cladding (3 types of siding, stone and brick veneer), wood decks, columns, trim, sheet 
metal, gutters, windows and sliding glass doors. There are also interior issues related to 
structural deficiencies at specific unit types, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing issues, 
as well as allegations of water intrusion at some windows and sliding glass doors. 
 
Investigation 
 
Document Review 
 
We have reviewed many sources of information for this project, including Average 
Construction’s Final Construction Defect Analysis (11/4/05, 163 pages) and Repair 
Specifications (7/21/06, 41 pages), NW Forensics’ Interior Architectural Investigation 
(4/27/06) and Structural Analysis (7/6/06), FTR Engineers’ Preliminary Report (4/27/06), 
HUF Construction’s Preliminary Report (6/10/05), Siding Builders’ Investigative 
Inspection Report (8/4/06), and Precision Construction’s Cost Estimate (7/27/06). In 
addition, we have reviewed construction documentation including plans, contract 
information, and accounting summaries. 
 
Observations 
 
Our initial on-site investigation included visual inspection of all building exteriors and 10 
interiors (21%). We also attended visual inspections of the attics of two additional units. 
 
EXTERIORS: The detailing from building to building is somewhat unique, most likely 
due to the volume of contractors associated with these buildings as well as the change of 
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ownership midway through construction. All buildings appear to have some problems 
that will require repair, although not to the extent that has been called for by the plaintiff 
experts. The project has 324 total windows and sliding glass doors. Of these, 136 have 
trim, lack any protective overhang above, lack head flashing and will require repair. Due 
to the repairs, the buildings will require complete re-painting. The most significant 
exterior issues causing damage are related to the “dead valleys” above front elevation 
entries (pictured below), window trim, and damage to other trim such as that at exposed 
entry doors.  
 
INTERIORS: We observed potential leakage at 4 locations (3 windows and 1 sliding 
glass door) in the 10 units inspected. This extrapolates to 15 windows and 5 sliding glass 
doors (approximately 5%). We observed drywall cracking and door racking at 2 units, 
possibly due to structural deflection or deficiencies at unsupported beams below; when 
combined with other project data, it appears that repairs extrapolate to 12 locations.  
Significant interior repairs will be warranted at these locations. The allegations related to 
the attics and under-floor areas appear to be location-specific, and are so far 
unsubstantiated in the plaintiff expert’s documentation. Some of the allegations related to 
plumbing and HVAC are technical violations of the applicable code, and although some 
repairs are required they are of limited consequence. 
 
PFCS Documents and Deliverables 
 
A. Executive Summary 

1. 5C Opinion Letter 
B. Plaintiff Information 

2. 3B Plaintiff Estimate Summary 
3. 5C Project Summary and Document Review 

C. Project Information 
4. 3C Unit Matrix 
5. 4C Trade Contractor Scope of Work Summary 
6. 4C Trade Contractor – Location Matrix 
7. Plans (11 x 17) 

D. Allocation 
8. 5E Allocation of Plaintiff Estimate by Trade 
9. 5E Allocation of Plaintiff Estimate by Contractor 

E. PFCS Work 
10. 5D Estimate 
11. 5D Allocation of PFCS Estimate 
12. 5E Issues – Location Matrix 
13. 5C Issues Summary Report 
14. 0B Document Index 
15. 5A Inspection Documentation 
16. 5C Scope of Repair 
17. 5D Quantity Take Off (QTO) by Building  
18. 5E Window Schedule 
20. 5C Investigation Recommendations 
21. 5C Inspection Request 
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Aerial Image 
 

 
Aerial Photograph: local.live.com 
 
Photographs 
 

 
Building T: Front Elevation 
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Pete = Crazy Person
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WHAT IS A WBS?
• A Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a decomposition of a 

project into smaller components.

• 100% Rule

• The magical number seven, plus or minus two

• Mutually Exclusive Elements

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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WBS Examples
5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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WBS AS OUTLINE FOR SCOPE, BUDGET AND SCHEDULE

WBS Examples
5. A SENSIBLE LIST

Scope

Budget Schedule

The WBS is the core of integrated 
Project Management and the 
Scope, Budget, and Schedule must 
always refer back to the WBS

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

WBS AS OUTLINE FOR SCOPE, BUDGET AND SCHEDULE

WBS Examples
5. A SENSIBLE LIST

Scope Budget Schedule 
1. Item 1 $ XXX Week 1
2. Item 2 $ XXX Week 2
3. Item 3 $ XXX Week 3
4. Item 4 $ XXX Week 3
5. Item 5 $ XXX Week 4
6. TOTAL $ X,XXX

And compare performance to plan.
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Why This Matters
• We must create a Logic Structure, organization scheme or method 

so all individual pieces of information can be organized in a logically.
• Construction Defect Litigation can be very complex. Often, there is 

WAY more information than any one can keep in his/her head.
• This is either the easiest or hardest thing you will do.
• Human beings need to have a Logic Structure to grasp the big 

picture of a complicated subject.
• The magical number 7, plus or minus 2: A scientific paper that 

explores the human mind’s ability to understand and remember.
• What if there is NO defect list? 

5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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IN LITIGATION
• Defect List

• Reports of All Experts

• Expert Responsibility Matrix: Who is testifying about what 

• Scope of Repair

• Cost Estimates, Bids & Cost Comparisons

• Progress Schedule for Construction / Repairs

• Payment Schedule for Construction / Repairs

• Allocation of Responsibility

• Trade Contractor “Claim Packages”

Why This Matters
5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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Organizational Schemes
1. By Importance

2. Room‐by‐Room

3. SB800

4. Who Did the Work: Masterformat

5. Building Elements: Uniformat 
(PFCS Standard)

5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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BY IMPORTANCE
A. The Dog Died from Mold Exposure

B. Window Leaks

C. Hairline Crack in Tile Counter

Organizational Schemes
5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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ROOM‐BY‐ROOM (LOCATION BY LOCATION)
A. Exterior

1. Stucco Cracks
2. Delaminating Paint

B. Living Room
1. Cracked Floor Tile
2. Poor Finish Work

C. Master Bath
1. Cracked Floor Tile
2. Delaminating Paint

Organizational Schemes
5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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SB‐800
A. Water Issues

1. The windows leak
2. The doors leak
3. Shower and bath enclosures leak

B. Plumbing and Sewer Issues
1. The plumbing system Leaks
2. The sewer system Leaks

C. Other Issues 
A. Air‐conditioning is not consistent with the size and efficiency 

design criteria in Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations.

Organizational Schemes
5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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BY WHO DID THE WORK: CSI CODES
08‐50 Windows

A. Windows leaks
B. Fogged Insulated Glazing Units

09‐30 Tile
A. Leaks 
B. Cracks

22‐00 Plumbing
A. Leaks
B. Corrosion 

23‐00 HVAC
A. Air‐conditioning is not consistent with the size and efficiency 

design criteria in Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations.

Organizational Schemes
5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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UNIFORMAT (PFCS STANDARD)
Level 1 Structure

A. Substructure

B. Superstructure

C. Interiors

D. Services

E. Equipment & Furnishings

F. Special Construction & Demolition

G. Building Site work

H. Other

Organizational Schemes
5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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UNIFORMAT (PFCS STANDARD)

Organizational Schemes
5. A SENSIBLE LIST

A. Superstructure
B 2010 Siding

Leaks

Incorrect Nailing

B 2060 Exterior Paint

Deteriorated Trim

Delaminating

B 3001 Roof

Damage 

Leaks

Missing Underlayment

B. Interiors
C 3011 Interior Paint

Inadequate Coverage

Wrong Color

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

ELEMENTS:

5. A SENSIBLE LIST

Buildings are composed of 
elements like foundations, 
walls and roofs. 

A masonry wall is a building 
“Element.” 

The bricks and mortar are the 
individual “components” of 
masonry walls.

WBS Examples
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Case Study

Our Simplified Case Study: 
Otto’s Outhouse

5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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BY ASSEMBLY: UNIFORMAT
1. A 1010 Foundations: The structure was constructed without a concrete 

foundation. 
2. B 2012 Exterior Enclosure: Siding & Trim: The nailing of the siding is 

grossly inadequate. 
3. B 2030 Exterior Doors: The doors leak, causing damage to the interior 

finishes. 
4. D 1000 Conveying: The conveying system (ladder) is defective in it’s 

manufacture and does not meet minimum ADA requirements.
5. D 3000 HVAC: The heating system is inadequate to heat the interior to 70 

degrees 3 feet above the floor.
6. G 2050 Landscaping: Half the landscape planting died within the first year 

and required replacement.

Case Study
5. A SENSIBLE LIST
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Work Breakdown Structure 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

 

A (WBS) is a fundamental project 

management technique for defining and 

organizing the total scope of a project, using 

a hierarchical tree structure (see example 

below). The first two levels of the WBS (the 

root node and Level 2) define a set of 

planned outcomes that collectively and 

exclusively represent 100% of the project 

scope. At each subsequent level, the children 

of a parent node collectively and exclusively 

represent 100% of the scope of their parent 

node. A well-designed WBS describes 

planned outcomes instead of planned 

actions. Outcomes are the desired ends of 

the project, and can be predicted accurately; 

actions comprise the project plan and may 

be difficult to predict accurately. A well-

designed WBS makes it easy to assign any 

project activity to one and only one terminal 

element of the WBS. 

 

History 
 

The concept of the WBS developed with the 

Program Evaluation and Review Technique 

(PERT) in the United States Department of 

Defense (DoD). PERT was introduced by 

the U.S. Navy in 1957 to support the 

development of its Polaris missile program. 

[1] While the term "work breakdown 

structure" was not used, this first 

implementation of PERT did organize the 

tasks into product oriented categories.[1] 

 

By June of 1962, DoD, NASA and the 

aerospace industry published a guidance 

document for the PERT Cost system which 

included an extensive description of the 

WBS approach. [2] This guide was endorsed 

by the Secretary of Defense for adoption by 

all services. [3] 

 

In 1968, the DoD issued "Work Breakdown 

Structures for Defense Materiel Items" 

(MIL-STD-881), a military standard 

mandating the use of work breakdown 

structures across the DoD. [4] This standard 

established top-level templates for common 

defense materiel items along with associated 

descriptions (WBS dictionary) for their 

elements. The document has been revised 

several times, most recently in 2005. The 

current version of this guidance can be 

found in "Work Breakdown Structures for 

Defense Materiel Items" (MIL-HDBK-

881A). [5] 

 

It includes guidance for preparing work 

breakdown structures, templates for the top 

three levels of typical systems (Appendices 

A through H), and a set of "common 

elements" that are applicable to all major 

systems and subsystems (Appendix I) 

 

Defense Materiel Item categories from MIL-

HDBK-881A: 

• Aircraft Systems  

• Electronic/Automated Software Systems  

• Missile Systems  

• Ordnance Systems  

• Sea Systems  

• Space Systems  

• Surface Vehicle Systems  

• Unmanned Air Vehicle Systems  

• Common Elements  

 

The Common Elements identified in MIL-

HDBK-881A, Appendix I are: Integration, 

assembly, test, and checkout; Systems 

engineering; Program management; 

Training; Data; System test and evaluation; 

Peculiar support equipment; Common 

support equipment; Operational and site 

activation; Industrial facilities; and Initial 

spares and repair parts 

 

In 1987, the Project Management Institute 

(PMI) documented the expanion of these 

techniques across non-defense 

organizations. The Project Management 
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Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) Guide 

provides an overview of the WBS concept, 

while the "Practice Standard for Work 

Breakdown Structures" is comparable to the 

DoD handbook, but is intended for more 

general application.[6] 

 

WBS Design Principles 
 

THE 100% RULE 

 

One of the most important WBS design 

principles is called the 100% Rule. The 

Practice Standard for Work Breakdown 

Structures (Second Edition), published by 

the Project Management Institute (PMI) 

defines the 100% Rule as follows: 

 

The 100% Rule...states that the WBS 

includes 100% of the work defined by the 

project scope and captures all deliverables – 

internal, external, interim – in terms of the 

work to be completed, including project 

management. The 100% rule is one of the 

most important principles guiding the 

development, decomposition and evaluation 

of the WBS. The rule applies at all levels 

within the hierarchy: the sum of the work at 

the “child” level must equal 100% of the 

work represented by the “parent” and the 

WBS should not include any work that falls 

outside the actual scope of the project, that 

is, it cannot include more than 100% of the 

work… It is important to remember that the 

100% rule also applies to the activity level. 

The work represented by the activities in 

each work package must add up to 100% of 

the work necessary to complete the work 

package. (p. 8)  

 

PLANNED OUTCOMES, NOT PLANNED 

ACTIONS 

 

If the WBS designer attempts to capture any 

action-oriented details in the WBS, he/she 

will likely include either too many actions or 

too few actions. Too many actions will 

exceed 100% of the parent's scope and too 

few will fall short of 100% of the parent's 

scope. The best way to adhere to the 100% 

Rule is to define WBS elements in terms of 

outcomes or results. This also ensures that 

the WBS is not overly prescriptive of 

methods, allowing for greater ingenuity and 

creative thinking on the part of the project 

participants. For new product development 

projects, the most common technique to 

ensure an outcome-oriented WBS is to use a 

product breakdown structure. Feature-driven 

software projects may use a similar 

technique which is to employ a feature 

breakdown structure. When a project 

provides professional services, a common 

technique is to capture all planned 

deliverables to create a deliverable-oriented 

WBS. Work breakdown structures that 

subdivide work by project phases (e.g. 

Preliminary Design Phase, Critical Design 

Phase) must ensure that phases are clearly 

separated by a deliverable also used in 

defining Entry and Exit Criteria (e.g. an 

approved Preliminary Design Review 

document, or an approved Critical Design 

Review document). 

 

MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE ELEMENTS 

 

In addition to the 100% Rule, it is important 

that there is no overlap in scope definition 

between two elements of a WBS. This 

ambiguity could result in duplicated work or 

miscommunications about responsibility and 

authority. Likewise, such overlap is likely to 

cause confusion regarding project cost 

accounting. If the WBS element names are 

ambiguous, a WBS dictionary can help 

clarify the distinctions between WBS 

elements. The WBS Dictionary describes 

components of the WBS with milestones, 

deliverables, activities, scope, etc. 

 

LEVEL OF DETAIL 

 

A question to be answered in the design of 

any WBS is when to stop dividing work into 

smaller elements. 
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A common way of deciding the detailing 

level is the time between status 

reports/meetings. If the team reports bi-

weekly the largest work package should be 

80 hours. Then at reporting time a package 

is either not started, finished or late. This 

way makes it easy catching delays. 

 

A work package is a piece that: 

• Can be realistically estimated  

• Cannot be logically subdivided further  

• Can be completed quickly  

• Have a conclusion and deliverable  

• Can be completed without interruption 

(without the need for more information)  

• Will be outsourced or contracted out  

 

DECOMPOSITION CONSIDERATIONS 

(BREADTH VS. DEPTH) 

 

A WBS will tend to be most useful for 

project management when its breadth and 

depth are thoughtfully balanced. A common 

pitfall is to inadequately group related 

elements, resulting in one or more nodes of 

the WBS becoming "too wide" to support 

effective management. This can make it 

difficult for management to find risk-

relevant roll-up points within the WBS, 

requiring manual subtotaling of nodes or 

eventual restructuring of the WBS in order 

to make useful cost data more readily 

accessible. While no concrete standard 

exists for optimal depth or breadth, a 

common rule-of-thumb is to avoid having 

more than 7 immediate sub-elements below 

any given node of the WBS. This rule-of-

thumb appears to be derived from 

psychological studies indicating that an 

average human brain is only capable of 

processing about 7 to 9 considerations 

simultaneously. The relevance of that 

psychological consideration to any particular 

WBS elaboration is left to the discretion of 

the WBS designer. At a minimum, the 

existence of more than 7 sister-nodes at any 

point in the WBS should prompt the 

designer to carefully consider whether those 

sub-elements might not best be expressed 

(and tracked) in more logical sub-groupings. 

 

WBS CODING SCHEME 

 

It is common for WBS elements to be 

numbered sequentially to reveal the 

hierarchical structure. For example 1.3.2 

Rear Wheel identifies this item as a Level 3 

WBS element, since there are three numbers 

separated by a decimal point. A coding 

scheme also helps WBS elements to be 

recognized in any written context. 

 

Common Pitfalls and 

Misconceptions 
 

A WBS is not an exhaustive list of work. It 

is instead a comprehensive classification of 

project scope. 

 

A WBS is not a project plan or a project 

schedule and it is not a chronological listing. 

It is considered poor practice to construct a 

project schedule (e.g. using project 

management software) before designing a 

proper WBS. This would be similar to 

scheduling the activities of home 

construction before completing the house 

design. Without concentrating on planned 

outcomes, it is difficult to follow the 100% 

Rule at all levels of the WBS hierarchy. 

 

A WBS is not an organizational hierarchy. 

Some practitioners make the mistake of 

creating a WBS that shadows the 

organizational chart. While it is common for 

responsibility to be assigned to 

organizational elements, a WBS that 

shadows the organizational structure is not 

descriptive of the project scope and is not 

outcome-oriented. See also: responsibility 

assignment matrix (also called a Staffing 

Matrix). 

 

WBS updates, other than progressive 

elaboration of details, require formal change 

control. This is another reason why a WBS 
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should be outcome-oriented and not be 

prescriptive of methods. Methods can, and 

do, change frequently, but changes in 

planned outcomes require a higher degree of 

formality. If outcomes and actions are 

blended, change control may be too rigid for 

actions and too informal for outcomes. 

 

See Also 
• List of project management topics  

• Project planning  

• Product breakdown structure  

• Project management software  

 

Figure 1 shows a WBS construction 

technique that demonstrates the 100% Rule 

quantitatively. At the beginning of the 

design process, the project manager has 

assigned 100 points to the total scope of this 

project, which is designing and building a 

custom bicycle. At WBS Level 2, the 100 

total points are subdivided into seven 

comprehensive elements. The number of 

points allocated to each is a judgment based 

on the relative effort involved; it is NOT an 

estimate of duration. The three largest 

elements of WBS Level 2 are further 

subdivided at Level 3, and so forth. The 

largest terminal elements at Level 3 

represent only 17% of the total scope of 

work. These larger elements may be further 

subdivided using the progressive elaboration 

technique described above. In this example, 

the WBS coding scheme includes a trailing 

"underscore" character ("_") to identify 

terminal elements. This is a useful coding 

scheme because planned activities (e.g. 

"Install inner tube and tire") will be assigned 

to terminal elements instead of parent 

elements. Incidentally, this quantitiative 

method is related to the Earned Value 

Management technique. 

 

It is recommended that WBS design be 

initiated with software (i.e. spreadsheet) that 

allows automatic rolling up of point values. 

Another recommended practice is to discuss 

the point estimations with project team 

members. This collaborative technique 

builds greater insight into scope definitions, 

underlying assumptions, and consensus 

regarding the level of granularity required to 

manage the project. 

 

Figure 1: WBS Construction Technique. 

This exemplary WBS is from PMI's Practice 

Standard for Work Breakdown Structures 

(2nd Edition). This image illustrates an 

objective method of employing the 100% 

Rule during WBS construction. 

 

WBS Construction Example (Figure 1) 
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Analyzing Construction Defects
• IIACC

• Issue‐by‐Issue Analysis

• Logic & Critical Thinking

• Inspection and Testing Standards

• Allocation of Responsibility

• Selection and Extrapolation

• Exposure Analysis

6. ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS
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USE THIS FOR YOUR FIRST PASS ACROSS ALL ISSUES
1. Issue: Describe the issue in English, so everyone who needs 

to use the information to make a decision can understand.
2. Investigation: What have we done to figure out how the 

assembly is performing? Inspection. Interviews. Document 
Review. Testing. Maps/Diagrams. Reports.

3. Analysis: What should be considered? Codes. Standards. 
Design intent. Maintenance Manual. Performance. 
Aesthetics. 

4. Conclusion: What do we think? Should we consider politics?
5. Costs: What do all of the parties think it is going to cost to 

fix? 

IIACC
6. ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS
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FINAL ISSUE FROM OTTO'S OUTHOUSE
1. Issue 6: G2050 Landscaping: Half the landscape planting died 

within the first year and required replacement.
2. Investigation: PFCS has reviewed the available project documents 

(see Index), visually inspected the project, and researched the 
applicable building standards, and interviewed the contractor.

3. Analysis: The planting was installed without an automatic irrigation 
system. Per the Contractor, this was discussed as an option with 
the Owner. The Owner was informed maintenance would be 
required. 

4. Conclusion: The condition of the planting is consistent with lack of 
maintenance. No repair.  

5. Costs: $0

IIACC
6. ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS
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FINAL ANALYSIS: THE 14 QUESTIONS

Issue By Issue Analysis
6. ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS

1. What is the allegation?
2. How does it relate to the 

party we are working with?
3. Where and how many times 

is it alleged to be an issue?
4. What do all the parties say 

about the issue, including 
costs?

5. Did we see the issue?
6. Is the assembly performing as 

the owner might hope?

7. Is the assembly performing as 
we should expect?

8. Is it a defect?
9. Is it causing damage?
10. Is a repair required?
11. What are the applicable 

standards?
12. What is a reasonable repair?
13. How much will the repair 

cost?
14. Who is responsible?
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FROM ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS BY BROWNE & KEELEY

• What are the issues and conclusion?
• What are the reasons?
• What words or phrases are ambiguous?
• What are the value conflicts and assumptions?
• What are the descriptive assumptions?
• Are there any fallacies in the reasoning?
• How good is the evidence?
• Are there rival causes?
• Are the statistics deceptive?
• What significant information is omitted?
• What reasonable conclusions are possible?

Logic & Critical Thinking
6. ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

Inspection and Testing Standards
• ASTM E2018 Standard Guide for Property Condition 

Assessments

• ASTM E2128 Standard Guide for Evaluating Water Leakage of 
Building Walls

• ASTM E1105 Standard Test Method for Field Determination of 
Water Penetration

• AAMA 511‐08 Voluntary Guideline for Forensic Water 
Penetration Testing of Fenestration Products

• AAMA 502‐08 Voluntary Specification for Field Testing of 
Newly Installed Fenestration Products

6. ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS
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Allocation of Responsibility
• Begin with defect list (down) and players (across the top of a 

matrix). 
• Figure out who did what and where.
• Try to allocate all of the costs across the Issues.
• Identify all applicable parties on an issue‐by‐issue basis
• Allocation Schemes:

– Joint & Several Method
– The “Kill Them All, Let God Sort it Out”Method
– Allocation by Issue Method
– Allocation Matrix. This can get REALLY complex when there are lots of 

issues (left column of the matrix), lots of parties (across the top of the 
matrix), and is then complicated when multiple parties work on the 
same trade in various phases or physical areas.

6. ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

Selection and Extrapolation
• How many similar locations are there?

• Exposure to the elements.

• Random Selection Protocol.

• When is extrapolation appropriate?

• When is extrapolation not appropriate?

6. ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS
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Exposure Analysis
• Begin with the Issue List
• Best Case vs. Worst Case

– Joint & Several Analysis (worst case?)
– Issue by Issue (best case?)

• Repair Costs (including Burden or Total Project costs)
• Relocation and Other Expenses
• Legal Fees
• Expert Expenses (inspection, testing, analysis, meetings, 

testimony, etc.)
• Other Expenses
• Risk of the Unknown
• Pain & Suffering, Punitive Damages, Economic Losses
• See PFCS’s Portfolio Management of Construction Claims

6. ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS

Read about industry impacts on our blog at www.petefowler.com

OTTO’S OUTHOUSE V. BIG BUILDER

Exposure Analysis
6. ANALYZING CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS

# Code Description PLTF DEF Best Likely Worst
1 A1010 Foundations The structure was constructed without a 

concrete foundation.
800.00  ‐ ‐ ‐ 800.00 

2 B2012 Ext. Enclosure Siding & Trim: The nailing of the siding is 
grossly inadequate. 

500.00  ‐ ‐ 250.00  500.00 

3 B2030 Exterior Doors The doors leak, causing damage to the interior 
finishes. 

300.00  362.80  362.80  362.80  300.00 

4 D1000 Conveying The conveying system (ladder) is defective in 
it’s manufacture and does not meet minimum 
ADA requirements.

4,000.00  ‐ ‐ 4,000.00 

5 D3000 HVAC The heating system is inadequate to heat the 
interior to 70 degrees 3 feet above the floor.

1,250.00  ‐ ‐ 1,250.00 

6 G2050 Landscaping Half the landscape planting died within the 
first year and required replacement.

500.00  ‐ ‐ 100.00  500.00 

7 Total Construction Costs 7,350.00  362.80  362.80  712.80  7,350.00 
8
9 Attorneys Fees
10 Expert Fees
11 Other Costs
12
12 Grand Total 7,350.00  362.80  362.80  712.80  7,350.00 
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Answering the Tough Questions 
A Forensic Approach to Consulting 

  

 

By David H. Heemann, CES, CMI, RMR 

 
Originally published in Environmental Times 

magazine. 

 

Introduction 
 

When you mention the word Forensics, most 

people immediately think of television and 

crime, but actually the application of forensic 

science in the private sector is greater than most 

would think.  Forensics is, as defined in the 

Merriam-Webster dictionary, the “relating to or 

dealing with the application of scientific 

knowledge to legal problems“.  As 

[environmental] consultants, we are actually 

forensic consultants and our methods, analysis, 

and conclusions should always be based on 

scientific knowledge.  While not every project is 

the result of a legal problem, every project does 

involve a legal issue – real estate transactions, 

defective construction, hazardous material 

handling, or regulated remediation activities.  

Therefore, as forensic consultants we should 

adopt a forensic approach to performing work 

for our clients. 

 

What do we mean by a “forensic approach”?  

Most of us are already incorporating many of the 

aspects of a forensic approach whether we know 

it or not.  The forensic approach may best be 

described as following a set of scientific rules.  

These rules include the use of the research 

enterprise, scientific method, detailed and 

complete documentation, and integrity.  While a 

complete article could be written on each of 

these, and many texts have been devoted to their 

furtherance, we will introduce you to each 

aspect and explain their importance.   

 

The Research Enterprise 
 

Whether in the field, the lab, or the office, a 

consultant should always approach every project 

as a research enterprise.  The research enterprise  

is your project plan, which helps to ensure 

clarity in the scope and direction of the tasks to 

be performed.  Integrated into the research 

enterprise are the processes and principles for a 

systematic pursuit of information, and problem 

solving.  This integrated aspect is what is 

commonly known as the scientific method.  It is 

important to recognize that the scientific method 

is only part of the research enterprise and 

although very important, there are other equally 

important steps that must be included. Many 

consultants believe all that is required is to 

follow the scientific method, but as you will 

learn there are some additional steps necessary 

to properly arrive at your final conclusions. 

 

First, the research enterprise is a problem-

solving tool that begins with defining the project 

and its purpose – Why are you doing what you 

are doing?  The process continues with the 

development of the questions to be answered, 

any theories, and some basic assumptions (this is 

where scientific method begins).  Next the 

object of the research, the manner and type of 

information to be collected, and the variables are 

defined to create what is called the research 

design.  Using that design the necessary 

information can then be accurately collected.  

From there the information is analyzed, its 

validity tested, and its reliability checked (this is 

where scientific method ends). If the information 

proves valid and reliable, only then should you 

move to the final steps of interpretation and 

preparing your final report/presentation.   

 

Scientific Method 
 

[Note: This section was added to the original 

text of the article]. The Wikipedia says the 

“Scientific Method refers to the body of 

techniques for investigating phenomena, 

acquiring new knowledge, or correcting and 

integrating previous knowledge. It is based on 

gathering observable, empirical and measurable 

evidence subject to specific principles of 

reasoning. A scientific method consists of the 
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collection of data through observation and 

experimentation, and the formulation and testing 

of hypotheses.” The scientific method can be 

summarized by a series of steps.  The best 

approach I find applicable to forensic work is as 

follows: 

1. Problem Formation 

2. Research Design 

3. Data Collection 

4. Analysis of the Data 

5. Interpretation 

6. Conclusions 

7. Final Report / Presentation 

8. Publishing 

9. Re-Test 

 

Documentation 
 

It is important to think about each step of the 

process and you can now see why just following 

scientific method could leave you and your 

client short. But just following the steps isn’t 

enough if you don’t document the process along 

the way.  Detailed and complete documentation 

is critical to every project; but it shouldn’t be 

confused with formulating a written opinion.  I 

often hear attorneys telling consultants, “I don’t 

want anything in writing just yet”. What they 

should be saying is, “I don’t want you to prepare 

a final report of your opinions just yet, as there 

may be new information coming”, but what 

happens is the consultant hears “anything in 

writing” and fails to document in detail their 

research.  We’ll talk more about this issue when 

we discuss integrity and the problems created by 

improper documentation, but the key point here 

is to document everything up to your final step.  

Then check with your client or attorney as to 

whether there is anything new or additional that 

you should consider before preparing that final 

report/presentation. 

 

So what documentation should be included to 

successfully implement your plan? You need to 

create detailed field and research notes, project 

background summaries, charts and graphs, 

photographs with annotations, indexes of 

documents reviewed, and summaries of 

statements and findings.  This is not a complete 

list, but short of your final conclusion, you 

should have a good detailed road map of where 

you have been and what you found.  There is 

also a marketing benefit here as well.  Clients 

love to receive a nice detailed report with 

photographs and exhibits, all professionally 

bound, with your company name and logo 

blazoned across the front. Remember the 

strength of your opinion is only as good as 

strength of your research enterprise.  If you can’t 

show in detail where you started and how you 

got to the end, the jury isn’t just going to take 

your word for it. 

 

Integrity 
 

The strength of your research is for the most part 

based on how well you followed and 

documented the process, but who is to say you 

didn’t make the whole thing up?  It is the 

integrity of the process and your personal 

integrity that has to show through in your 

conclusions and presentation.  Detailed and 

complete documentation of the process and your 

findings, the good and the bad, to the point 

where another consultant could replicate your 

analysis is one of the strongest arguments to 

keep your integrity in tact. Integrity is really 

what the client is buying. Without it, none of the 

other issues matter, because no one will listen. 

 

Forensic Approach 
 

Why should you take the time to use a forensic 

approach?  Besides the benefits that have 

already been discussed there are some other very 

important reasons to implement these processes.  

First, it is really in your client’s best interest.  

You have a legal responsibility to provide your 

client with complete and accurate information at 

a level of a competent consultant.  If the 

question of your competence is ever at issue, 

your implementation of the forensic approach 

can be your and your client’s best defense.  

Often what we produce is used by attorneys to 

prepare documents, advise their clients, or more 

frequently in litigation.  The information you 

prepare will be viewed by your client and their 

attorney, possibly the court and jury, and most 

importantly, by the other side.  

 

In resolving legal issues, the side with the most 

complete and accurate information is generally 

the winner.  The court and jury are going to 
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watch and listen to your testimony and evaluate 

whether you are answering the questions 

confidently.  Then they are going to look at your 

analysis and the other side’s analysis.  They may 

like what the opposing expert said, but if your 

process is detailed and documented to support 

your opinions and conclusions more thoroughly, 

they are going to find in your favor.  Education, 

experience, and a fancy resume are not a 

substitute for a good research enterprise.  It 

doesn’t matter what degree you have or don’t 

have, it comes down to - Why did you do what 

you did.  When you use a forensic approach 

there really are no tough questions, you have all 

the answers documented. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Finally, besides being a best practices issue for 

running your business, using the forensic 

approach will lessen the likelihood of a 

successful action against you for professional 

liability.  Using the forensic approach will 

ensure that you have acted in a professional 

manner and met or exceeded the standard of care 

normally exhibited by a consultant acting in a 

similar capacity.  The likelihood of triggering an 

errors or omissions claim will also be greatly 

reduced. Creating a system of checks and 

balances is what the forensic approach does 

naturally, standardizing your approach to every 

project in the same way.  You don’t want to be 

testifying one day and have the opposing 

counsel produce an unrelated report that is more 

complete than the one you are talking about – 

and ask why didn’t you do it this way?  

Standardization also saves time; you don’t have 

to reinvent your process on every project.  Every 

project you work on should be prepared as if it 

were going to be presented to a jury. It may not 

be today, but 10 years down the road you may 

be called to testify, especially on environmental 

issues where cases are brought decades later. 

 

With the forensic approach you know exactly 

what to do on any project, whether it is a Phase 

I, Lead issue, asbestos abatement, or a mold 

problem.  This may seem like a lot of work and 

clients already believe consultants are too 

expensive.  You may feel that some projects are 

too small and you don’t have the time or the 

budget to implement a forensic approach. The 

reality is that a forensic approach will save you 

time. This tool provides you with a pre-

established approach to dealing with any 

situation.  Not every step of the process may be 

used in every case, but you must at least pause 

and consider each step and document whether it 

is either unnecessary or inapplicable to the given 

circumstances. For some projects this process 

may take a matter of minutes, while others it 

may take days or weeks.  Remember the forensic 

approach is not new, and most of us are already 

using it. 

 

About the Author:  David Heemann is a 

construction and forensic consultant with Pete 

Fowler Services, Inc. and specializes in failed 

building systems. Mr. Heemann has a Bachelor 

of Science, Masters of Science, and Juris 

Doctorate.  He is a certified environmental 

specialist, mold inspector, and registered mold 

remediator, as well as an ICBO Certified 

Building Inspector and Estimator member of 

ASPE. He holds all four AHERA EPA 

designations, is a licensed independent claims 

adjuster, and licensed attorney. He can be 

contacted at www.petefowler.com.  
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Learning Objectives
• Introduce the fascinating world of construction defect (CD) 

litigation and the major players. 
• Review CD case studies.
• Discuss the difficulty of defining the term Construction Defect. 
• Explain what information should be gathered and organized to 

make the analysis as easy and complete as possible. 
• Introduce the PFCS Solving Building Problems Method.
• Discuss how issues or allegations can be organized and 

analyzed in a systematic way, one‐by‐one. 
• Introduce common Deliverables created during a defect 

analysis. 

7. CONCLUSION
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What To Do Next
• Review the presentation handout for 10‐20 
minutes some time in the next 24 hours. 

• Read each of the back‐up documents some 
time in the next month (Put it on the night 
stand; it will help with insomnia). 

• Calendar forward a month to review the 
presentation handout again for 10‐20 
minutes.

7. CONCLUSION
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Program Outline
1. Introduction

2. Construction Defects

3. Construction Defect Litigation 

4. Solving Building Problems

5. A Sensible List

6. Analyzing Construction Defects 

7. Conclusion
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Back‐Up Materials
1. Solving Building Problems 

2. Common Construction Defects

3. Orientation to PFCS Systems

4. Sample Deliverables Package 

5. Work Breakdown Structure 

6. Answering the Tough Questions 

7. CONCLUSION
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Webinar Materials

Click on the seminar you attended

7. CONCLUSION
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CE CERTIFICATES WILL BE 
SENT OUT WITHIN 3 

BUSINESS DAYS

(There is no need to contact us, Certificates 
of Attendance are sent to all who logged in 
for the seminar).

7. CONCLUSION
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SURVEY SAYS!

Your Feedback is Important

You will receive a survey 
link immediately following 
the webinar. We put a lot 
of effort into providing 
these programs free of 
charge, we just ask that 
you take a few seconds to 
leave your feedback on 
today’s presentation

7. CONCLUSION
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Join us for our next WEBINAR:
Document Management

June 21, 2016

Join us for our next WEBINAR:
Document Management

June 21, 2016

End
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